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Executive summary
This deliverable reports on CoordiNet task 4.5 “Lessons learned and bug fixing and adjustments in products
and routines within the Swedish demo” which describes the initial learnings from the first winters successful
demonstration of the Swedish flexibility market for congestion management. In the Swedish business use
case, the DSO utilizes the flexibility service to lower peak demand in the grid during the winter season
November to March. The document presents the outcome from 3 out of 4 Swedish demonstration sites run
during phase 1 of the project (Nov/Dec 2019-March 2020). The report includes descriptions of market design,
products and coordination of markets, description of the resources in each demonstration site, networks
characteristics and limitations, end-user engagement and evaluation of key performance indicators for the
markets in Skåne, Uppland and Gotland. The report further describes adaptions and bug fixes to the forecast
tool and market platform performed during the first of winter with congestion management. Adjustments in
products and routines performed to improve the operation of the market are covered. The experience from
flexibility providers and DSO control room operators provide valuable insight into how flexibility markets in
general can be set-up and operated. The success of the Swedish demonstration is based on thorough and
extensive stakeholder interactions and an iterative and agile way of working. These two approaches are also
described in the report.
Figure 1 shows the locations, flexibility technologies, services considered in the Swedish demonstration.

Figure 1: Swedish Demonstration Regions and Services

For each of the demonstration areas, flexibility resources have been engaged to participate in the
demonstration winter 2019/20 during 2019. This is the result of a collaborative work that lead to engaging
a significant number of flexibility providers to participate in the project. Active and continuous dialogue
with flexibility providers have been paramount for the success of the Swedish flexibility markets. A series
of stakeholder forums with between 30 and 180 participants have been held as well as well local meetings
have been organised on each area of demonstration site to define the processes set-up for the market
operation and to attract participants to the flexibility markets. Another important development was the
estimation of how each participating flexibility resource effects the power flow at the different TSO
connection points. This is not straight forward as the underlying DSO grid is operated as a meshed medium
voltage sub-transmission network. Metering has been installed to flexibility service providers to enable
verification of cleared load reduction.
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Demand-side resources included in the flexibility markets are connected at low and medium voltages with
total capacity between 30-100 MW for each of the three respective demonstrations run during the winter of
2019-2020. Bids are provided to an on-line platform and support for decision-making as real-time data,
forecast and available bids are evaluated each morning by control room operators and cleared when needed.
In total the Skåne flexibility market for congestion management was cleared for 8 days from November 2019
to March 2020 while the Uppland market was cleared for 16 days between January and March 2020. The
market in Gotland was only operated in test phase, with test-clearing of flexibility for 3 days from January
to March 2020.
Adaptations to the market platform have been performed during the demonstration to improve the bidding,
clearing and fulfilment process. Central to the operation of a flexibility market for congestion management
is accurate forecast of load. During the demonstration phase forecasting methodology and a process to
automatically import production plans for major consumers have been developed and further improved. It
was found most efficient to exclude loads from the largest market participants from the forecast and add
the production plans for major flexibility resources to the forecast of other loads. The sum of the forecast
and these production plans are then compared with the subscription limit (amount of MW allowed to be
drawn from TSO at each connection point).
Identified products and services for the Swedish demonstration are also specified in this deliverable as well
as business use cases and information scheme tested. Moreover, it is also described the process for flexibility
providers and control room staff clearing of flexibility bids, for local congestion management.
The flexibility service for congestion management day-ahead has successfully been demonstrated in the
winter of 2019/2020 on three of the four planned sites for flexibility markets in Sweden within the EUfinanced Horizon 2020 project CoordiNet. In the business use case demonstrated the DSO uses the flexibility
service to lower peak demand in the grid during the winter season November to March. The novel local
markets have demonstrated how to coordinate with and complement the existing markets for electricity
trade and system services as well as coordination between flexibility providers, DSOs and TSO. The result is
the first major demonstration of the possibility, as well as ability, for a flexibility provider to participate in
a coordinated way on different markets, as well as contributing with a new flexibility service in a marketbased way. The Swedish CoordiNet also showed a more dynamic and digitalized way for DSOs to utilize
flexibility for the operation of the network.
The liquidity on the flexibility markets for congestion management was enough, but mainly due to
participation of one big-scale flexibility provider combine with a small need for flexibility due to low power
consumption as an effect of a historically warm winter. The liquidity in terms of competition among bids
though was not good enough with lower level of bids available than hoped from some flexibility providers.
Several flexibility providers underestimated the effort and time needed for preparation to provide
flexibility. This resulted in fewer bids than the DSOs and they themselves had hoped for. Better knowledge
from the provider of control systems is needed for unlocking flexibility more widely in the two coming years
of the demonstration.
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Notations, abbreviations and acronyms

Table 1: Acronyms list

Acronym

Definition

aFRR

Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve

API

Application Programming Interface

BRP

Balancing Responsible Party

BUC

Business Use Case

CHP

Combined Heat and Power

DER

Distributed Energy Resource

DNO

Distribution Network Operator (traditional role/acronym)

DSO

Distribution System Operator (new role/acronym)

FCR-N

Frequency Containment Reserve for normal grid operation,

FCR-D

Frequency Containment Reserve for disturbed grid operation

FRR

Fast Frequency Reserve

FSP

Flexibility Service Provider

HVDC

High Voltage Direct Current

LV

Low Voltage

mFRR

Manual Frequency Restoration Reserves

MV

Medium Voltage

PTDF

Power Transfer Distribution Factors

RES

Renewable Energy Source

RMSE

Root Mean Square Error

RR

Replacement Reserves

Svk

Svenska kraftnät, Sweden’s TSO

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

TSO

Transmission system operator

VPP

Virtual Power Plant
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1. Introduction
1.1. The CoordiNet project
The CoordiNet project is a response to the call LC-SC3-ES-5-2018-2020, entitled “TSO – DSO – Consumer:
Large-scale demonstrations of innovative grid services through demand response, storage and small-scale
generation” of the Horizon 2020 programme. The project aims at demonstrating how Distribution System
Operators (DSO) and Transmission System Operators (TSO) shall act in a coordinated manner to clear and
activate grid services in the most reliable and efficient way through the implementation of three large-scale
demonstrations. The CoordiNet project is centered around three key objectives:
 To demonstrate to which extent coordination between TSO/DSO will lead to a cheaper, more
reliable and more environmentally friendly electricity supply to the consumers through the
implementation of three demonstrations at large scale, in cooperation with market participants.
 To define and test a set of standardized products and the related key parameters for grid services,
including the reservation and activation process for the use of the assets and finally the settlement
process.
 To specify and develop a TSO-DSO-Consumers cooperation platform starting with the necessary
building blocks for the demonstration sites. These components will pave the way for the
interoperable development of a pan-European market that will allow all market participants to
provide energy services and opens new revenue streams for consumers providing grid services.
In total, eight demonstration activities will be carried out in three different countries, namely Greece,
Spain, and Sweden. In each demonstration activity, different products will be tested, in different time
frames and relying on the provision of flexibility by different types of Distributed Energy Resources (DER).
Figure 2 presents a preliminary set of product characteristics, periods for contracting the services, and
types of DER in each demonstration activity. Grey boxes represent demonstration activities in Greece, while
red boxes represent demonstration activities in Spain, and finally pink boxes represent demonstrations in
Sweden.

Figure 2: Characteristics of products to be tested in the demonstrations, in yellow the four Swedish demonstrations
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The Swedish demonstration aims to bring the following benefits:
 Enabled city and economic growth through a new way of using capacity more flexibly over time
 Flexibility market established on which flexibility providers can offer capacity and DSOs can clear
this additional capacity, when needed
 Flexibility products developed and incorporated into DSO operations and grid planning perspectives,
as well as customers routines
 Market Design and coordination between TSO and DSOs
 Digital market established, supported by real time data and machine learning models to
forecast customer and grid behavior.
 New types of actors from local DSOs participating with flexibility
 DER like energy storage and wind as well as small-scale customers through aggregation participating
with flexibility
 supported by real time data, and forecasting for customer and grid behavior
 Contribution to national and local goals for climate and renewables as well as economical
utilization of assets
 (Coming phases of Swedish Demo) Digital peer-to-peer market in place to enable trading, planning
and economical transactions
 (Coming phases of Swedish Demo) A marketplace that provides a cost-efficient way for including
local flexibility resources to provide ancillary services to DSO and TSO
The first phase of the Swedish demonstration corresponds to the operation of a day-ahead flexibility market
for congestion management in 3 locations during the winter of 2019/2020. This first season demonstration
is evaluated in this report. During 2020 further markets will be described in later reports, listed at
https://coordinet-project.eu/publications/deliverables.
1.2. The Swedish CoordiNet demonstration
The objective of the Swedish demonstration lies in relieving the existing and growing large scale network
constraints in the regional DSO grid and DSO/TSO interfaces, allowing for the ongoing integration of RES,
urbanization and industrialization. In the Swedish business use case, the DSO utilizes the flexibility service
to lower peak demand in the grid during the winter season November to March. This is achieved by
establishing new and innovative local flexibility markets, next to the centralized market for ancillary
services, also capable of providing additional contribution to the market for ancillary services. This will also
be achieved by establishing new and innovative peer-to-peer markets. Prerequisites for these markets are
improved cooperation between the DSO and the TSO, suitable coordination schemes for the different
markets, necessary market tools and a thorough understanding of both customer and grid operator user
conditions
There is an increasing need for flexibility for the TSO as forecasted by the Nordic TSO [1] as well as Swedish
TSO, Svenska kraftnät [2]. The DSOs have locally urgent need for flexibility provided by customers, aggregators
and generators, which is the background and reasoning for conducting the demonstration at four different
sites, Skåne, Uppland, the island of Gotland and rural north of Sweden, where flexibility solutions presently
are required to alleviate network congestions. Since there are much different conditions locally, each of the
four sites require a separate solution and are described in separate sections below.
Three of four demonstrations have been operated in winter of 2019-2020 and are described in this report.
Combined the four demonstrations will demonstrate a new, local flexibility market complementing existing
central markets for ancillary services. The target is to achieve a more holistic approach to reaching cost
efficient grid utilization by also taking regional constraints into account as a pricing factor.
The following activities have been initiated to ensure the achievement of the objective:
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Definition of a process of large-scale customer engagement in the sub-demonstration sites,
considering both engagement activities, product complementarity between open regional markets
and contract constructions;
Change management to achieve acceptance and utilization of local flexibility markets in DSO and
TSO organizations;
Design and development of a well-accepted market design with products and coordination scheme
Definition of business models and future planning and operation models able to benefit and value
the increased efficiency resulting from the coordination between TSO-DSO-customers
Design and development of a well-accepted market platform for all users, considering user
experience, robustness and data availability;
Integration of the marketplace into existing systems, applications and data, and to field
devices (Smart Meters);

1.2.1. The Swedish electricity system
In Sweden, most electricity is produced by hydroelectric power plants (39% in 2019), nuclear power plants
(39%) and from wind power (12%). Since the largest rivers and wind parks are in the northernmost parts of
Sweden, most hydro and wind power is generated where population density and demand are the lowest.
The electrical grid structure therefore needs to handle redistribution from north to south, and over long
distances. Dense urban regions are also more dependent on CHP generation, which accounts for 10% of net
electricity production in Sweden (2019). [3]
Wind power is growing rapidly to complement current production in order to meet expected growth in
electricity demand. Solar covered 0,4 % of electric consumption 2018 and is on track to reach target of 510%
of electric production by 2040. Such intermittent generation presents new challenges and stresses the grid
on both TSO and DSO levels. Export of electricity (26 TWh or 16% of production in 2019) currently creates
new flow patterns in the transmission [4].
The Swedish energy system is currently experiencing two simultaneous trends:
increased levels of wind and solar combined with continued electrification in
manufacturing, transportation and new types of energy intensive industries. While
the overall electric energy usage has not increased since the 1990’s demand
stemming from digitalization, electrification in the form of data centers, battery
production and EV charging is on the rise causing shortage of power in specific
regions. Both new actors and existing customers are requesting more capacity, while
also striving to become fossil free. At the same time an unprecedented and rapid
increase in housing development is taking place. The Swedish government have
signed agreements for future expansion or establishment of nine urban areas. These
agreements are combined with large investments in railway and trams, as well as
ambitions for fossil free transportation and heating. [5]
A third trend is that CHPs are closing to phase out fossil fuel, and then replaced with
regular heating plants without power production due to low electricity prices
reducing the cost efficiency of cogeneration. District heating companies are not
anymore investing in new CHPs [6]
Sweden is divided into four bidding areas as shown in Figure 3. The Swedish TSO
Svenska kraftnät is responsible for maintaining balance between power input and
output, so that the frequency is kept at 50 Hz with minimal deviation. To achieve
this, Svenska kraftnät functions as a broker between BRPs using ancillary services Figure 3: Bidding zones in
Swedish electricity market
regulated in a Systems Operations Agreement.
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DSO’s are organized into two levels: the local network (up to 50 kV) also called the local DSO, and the
regional network (normally between 70 kV-130 kV) called the regional DSO.
1.2.2. TSO
The Swedish TSO, Svenska kraftnät (Svk), is the system and transmission network operator (TSO) and owner
of the transmission grid. Svk operates the 220 and 400 kV transmission lines. Svk is state owned and operated
as a government agency and is in charge of solving technical constraints in the transmission system but is also
the authority appointed as the system responsible authority for Sweden with the overall responsibility to
ensure the balance of for the entire electrical system in Sweden. According to instructions from the
government Svenska kraftnät shall also promote competition in the electricity market. This applies to trading
both within the Nordic countries and with other European countries. Like other European TSOs, Svenska
kraftnät is involved in the creation and development of the single European electricity market [7] which is
historically done in close cooperation with the other Nordic TSO’s [8]. In this role Svk also operates, together
with Norway’s TSO Statnett develops and manages the IT-system which support the electricity balancing
market [9]. The Nordic TSOs developed the first international power exchange, NordPool. In the beginning of
2020, the majority ownership of NordPool was acquired by Euronext, while the Nordic and Baltic TSOs
maintain a minority post in NordPool. The Nordic TSOs Svk also own eSett that operates the joint Nordic
balance settlement [9].
In order to perform balancing tasks, Svk runs different ancillary service markets. The markets are for
Frequency Containment Reserve for normal (FCR-N) and disturbed (FCR-D) grid operation, Frequency
Restoration Reserve with automatic (aFRR) and manual (mFRR activation. The mFRR market is a joint Nordic
market with a common merit order list. From the summer 2020 a Fast Frequency Reserve (FFR) is being
introduced in the Nordics and the Swedish share of this reserve is procured by Svenska kraftnät. Hydro
generators have traditionally been dominating the supply of ancillary services in Sweden. In the last year the
first pre-qualifications for FCR from a new type of flexibility provider, energy storage resources, has taken
place. The first pre-qualifications for FCR-m and FCR-D from flexibility resources have occurred in the last
years, such as approval for 1 MW of FCR-D from a data center through Vattenfall BRP [10]. Svenska kraftnät
is also running a pilot for so called limited energy resources, which e.g. include batteries.
The mFRR market is a market for balancing services but also used for TSO congestion management between
electricity bidding zones. In the mFRR market, participants are remunerated only for energy delivered at
marginal price. Unlike FCR-N, FCR-D and aFRR no compensation is made for availability of capacity. In the
case of mFRR, all the prequalified generators with available mFRR are able to provide their capacity in this
market.
The mFRR bids can be changed up to 45 minutes prior to the delivery hour as will be described in Section 0.
This enables the planned Coordinet intraday market to close 2 hours before hour of delivery and non-used
bids to be forwarded to the intraday market at this point in time.
1.2.3. Subscription between TSO and regional DSO, and regional DSO and local DSO
The distribution companies (DSO), in general, own and operate the distribution network at voltages below
or equal to 10 or 20 kV. Sweden has three large distribution companies with between 890.000 and 1.040.000
million customers and a combined share of 52% of all electricity customers [11]. The remaining half of the
customers are served by 151 smaller DSO of which roughly half are public owned. Two of the three largest
distribution companies in Sweden, E.ON Energidistribution AB and Vattenfall Distribution AB participate in
the Swedish demonstration. E.ON is present in Southern and central Sweden with an average customer
density of 8,8 customer per km2. Vattenfall is present in central and Northern Sweden and has on average
just over 4,4 customers per km2.
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As stated in Section 1.2.1 DSOs are organized into two levels: the local network (up to 50 kV) also called
the local DSO, and the regional network (normally between 70 kV-130 kV) called the regional DSO. The
regional DSOs in Sweden have a contract with subscription level towards the TSO, as shown in Figure 4.
Subscription level is the contracted level of power that is allowed.

Figure 4: Principle levels in the Swedish transmission grid

The subscription level is raised when bigger loads want to be connected to the grid or when the power level
is growing. Regional grids can request weekly temporary subscriptions from the TSO. Historically there has
not been any problem for the regional DSOs to get subscription raise or temporary subscriptions. With the
new capacity challenge this has changed and in both Uppland and Skåne the regional DSOs have been denied
subscription raises while awaiting completion of TSO grid enforcements.
To smaller electricity consumers the process of getting connected to the grid is much faster than for power
customers with higher demands. Connection of bigger loads often entail more complex grid analysis and the
need for subscription raises, that in turn involves the transmission grid on both the regional and national level.
During the last 20 years - except for the latest three years - DSOs have had fewer large customers to plan for,
and those actors have been aware of the lead time needed for planning.
The requests of these new types of customers have proven much more urgent than traditional grid planning
processes allow for, and their demands on capacity and availability are less predictable as well.
Traditionally, the infrastructure of power distribution in Sweden involves long-term planning in 50-year
cycles, which is not compatible with current trends. Lead times to build new transmission grid infrastructure
have risen to 5-7 years at the regional level, and 10-15 years for the transmission grid.
The TSOs and the DSOs are focusing on achieving full capacity to last in extreme scenarios, e.g. a 10-year
long winter. They are also accustomed to having complete command of power distribution in their allotted
“zones of control”. All in all, recent developments are challenging the traditional notion of grid capacity as
something exclusively dedicated and immutable.

1.2.4. The Capacity Challenge
The capacity challenge can be divided into short-term and long-term issues and may differ on local, regional
and national level. On the national level available capacity in the Swedish transmission grid is decreased by
historically high growth of demand, exporting electricity, more wind power, less CHP and a historically high
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need of reinvestments in the TSO and the regional grid. These factors all contribute to growing issues with
bottlenecks and congestion in the transmission grid. In the short-term capacity shortages are appearing
locally in the TSO grid affecting the subscription allowed between TSO and regional DSO. The issue of
capacity shortage in the grid, is not related to the national power balance regulated by Svk. In contrast to
other countries in Europe the capacity issues are not due to too much production.
At the TSO level, the 400 and 220 kV grid linking hydropower in the north of Sweden with the southern half of
Sweden which is more populated is showing its age. Svenska kraftnät is in executing an extensive system
reinforcement and reinvestment plan. The oldest 220 kV lines are from the 1940s and will be replaced by 2030.
Thereafter the oldest 400 kV lines will be replaced until 2040. Long-term capacity challenge is driven by
inclusion of more intermittent wind production, and new demands on capacity necessitates significant
changes. [12] Improvements in grid structure are planned but will arrive too late, on account of the
accelerating power demands created by the paradigm shift towards renewable, fossil free energy and towards
digitalized society. New types of customers as data centers, battery industries, fast charging infrastructure
and hydrogen production are seen in Sweden due to digitalization, climate goals and the fact the Sweden has
cheap and fossil-free electricity. If industry demands on power capacity cannot be met in a timely manner,
the risk is that companies will expand or invest elsewhere or leave Sweden entirely.
In the short-term Swedish local and regional grids are facing growing network constraints in the DSO/TSO
interface and in the regional DSO grid. This is a critical challenge that the power grid companies are trying
to solve through conventional investments in capacity reinforcements. Although urgent and necessary, this
approach is not enough on its own. That is why DSOs are investigating and developing capabilities to deploy
flexibility, i.e. using shifts in the loads of energy producers and consumers to alleviate congestions.
Unlocking and implementing flexibility in an efficient way is expected to optimize utilization of the grid,
whilst meeting the expectations of the utility and consumer stakeholders.
A challenge with design of a flexibility market for congestion management in Sweden is the large variation
in required capacity from one year to another. As Figure 5 shows the scenario for required capacity during
a normal winter (blue) and for the ten-year winter when extreme temperatures may cause a surge in
consumption (yellow in figure) are very different. Historically you can see the variation of the maximal
power for different years. For FSPs in turn this means that during a mild winter there may be little or no
need to clear their flexibility. A further uncertainty is estimated increase of capacity requirement if planned
grid investments take longer time than expected (dotted line in Figure 5)).

Figure 5: Illustrative case of capacity requirements, as volume in MW at peak load, in local DSO from historic measurements
(light blue), forecasted normal winter (dark blue) and ten-year winter (yellow). Capacity requirement if grid investment is
delayed (dotted line)
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1.2.5. Past learnings brought into the Swedish demonstration
The idea of flexible power customers is not a new one. Prior to the deregulation of the energy sector in
Sweden in the mid-1990s, there were hundreds of remotely controlled power boilers across Sweden, with
specific tariffs for interruptible loads. The boilers were used for heating when the grid permitted. This
flexibility was phased out in Sweden. Today there are customers already active as flexibility sources both
individually or via VPPs, providing system services day-ahead or intraday. This is taking place on the
electricity market meeting the TSO need of frequency balancing.
The two Swedish DSOs Vattenfall Distribution and E.ON Energydistribution have made different but related
learnings on using flexibility for DSO purposes. The electricity price does not function as a price signal for
regional congestion management. Bidding zones do not reflect the subscription levels between the TSO and
regional DSO.
There are learnings brought into the CoordiNet Swedish demonstrations from two separate projects, coming
from two different perspectives in the flexibility domain. The projects have focused on using network-based
flexibility services in the regional DSO rand local DSO for a more efficient use of the power grid to release
available capacity. Vattenfall Eldistribution AB has tested congestion management by unlocking power
flexibility through bilateral contract for load and production steering, and E.ON Energidistribution AB has
developed and tested digital marketplaces. Results from these endeavors are analyzed to identify some of
the barriers that will be faced in the effort of unlocking power flexibility.
In both organizations and contexts similar and complementary insights have been made. The insights support
the validity of a wide and thorough approach for a sustainable implementation of flexibility. In the DSO
context, flexibility as a solution to congestion management was shown to be a feasible option. However, many
challenges arise in the process of seamlessly integrating flexibility as a functioning option in the operation
context, where operators are unfamiliar with making day-ahead decisions and lack data, routines and systems
for such new paradigms. The nature of flexibility as a service, as opposed to a physical and tangible asset, is
not to be underestimated as it presents a new type of risk. Consequently, the introduction of multiple flexible
customers is not feasible with today’s support system on larger scale.
Grid planning presents a similar case. How can and should flexibility, with all its uncertainties, be valued
against physical capacity on a 12 month or ten-year horizon? To cope with this, new risk assessment models
and tools have been developed. Unlocking flexibility in the electricity grid also increases risk. Instead of the
usual approach of factoring in failure cases at nominal operation, flexibility acts as an emergency valve in case
of failure; presently this is handled manually. This functionality to clear flexibility on a market is a novel
concept that brings higher risk in the context of grid planning and operation.
In dealing with bilateral contracts between buyers and flexibility service producers, compliance
management and careful planning is necessary to ensure integration with future grid development. Without
this support structure, bilateral contracts would result in very time consuming and manual work. Overall,
the nature of these contracts makes them more suitable for specific, smaller-scale agreements.
In the customer context, we have seen that customers as well as society are unaccustomed to analyzing,
understanding and planning for power flexibility. For them climate emissions, energy efficiency and
electricity and fuel price are factors they are used to analyzing, understanding and planning around. The
need for stimulants and incentives beyond a business case is vital to unlock flexibility for congestion
management, since market based ancillary services would seldom be a core business for all possible
flexibility service providers. The TSO and DSO must give the customers comprehensible information about
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the business case of unlocking flexibility and the future increased pricing of power. Therefore, society
should give a clear signal that unlocking power flexibility is desirable and important.
We also noticed that when we as grid companies are discussing congestion management at a middle voltage
level, we encounter experiences with congestion that is occurring approximately one hour in the morning
and one hour in the afternoon. This is more usually the case with small low-voltage grids, with lower power
level being aggregated. The congestion times at the middle voltage level that needs to be addressed is
between 1-5 and 1-16 hours in the two cases discussed.
1.2.6. New issues in the Swedish demonstration
New issues in the Swedish DSO context are having products for flexibility services for different kinds of
flexibility providers and a coordination scheme between markets as well as a market design for flexibility.
Coordination is needed between DSO – TSO – flexibility service provider as well as with balance responsible
parties for an efficient use of power flexibility. This coordination is not currently in place, neither is a wider
understanding of congestion issues in relation to the electricity market.
Another new issue in the Swedish DSO context is how to value flexibility from small aggregated loads. It is
not only complex but also important if we are to unlock all possible flexibility. Follow-up of the delivery of
flexibility services needs new processes and system support to manage on larger scale.
To be able to unlock flexibility, it is not enough to implement a flexibility market – change and change
management in the areas of operating, planning, forecasting as a tool, TSO-DSO coordination, flexibility
product development and engagement from flexibility service providers are also needed. Understanding of
local circumstances is critical to implementing flexibility at all necessary levels.
The marketplace of the Swedish demonstration is focused on a holistic approach to unlock flexibility. In the
scope of the marketplaces, Vattenfall, E.ON and Svk intend to look at the Swedish energy market, not just
from a technical or engineering perspective but also consider cultural, political and financial aspects as
well. As illustrated in Figure 6, the Swedish demonstration will establish new pathways between flexibility
service providers such as DERs (both aggregated into VPPs and autonomously) and flexible demand. This will
provide new tools to solve issues with congestion management and create a functional blueprint for change
management in the energy sector.

Figure 6: A holistic approach on transformation, multiple technologies and perspectives are needed to drive change in order
to achieve a local flexibility market where TSO/DSO (left side) can meet with flexibility providers (right side)
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1.2.7. Consortium members in the Swedish demonstration
The Consortium Members in the four Swedish demonstration sites are: Vattenfall Eldistribution AB, E.ON
Energidistribution AB, Affärsverket Svenska kraftnät, Uppsala municipality, Energiforsk AB and Expektra AB.
Special thanks are sent to the Swedish Energy Markets Inspectorate and Swedish Energy Agency for active
and constructive dialogue as well as to all flexibility providers who have invested time and effort to make
their resources available for the market.

Figure 7: Members of the Swedish CoordiNet consortium in February 2019.

1.3. Document structure
This deliverable reports on CoordiNet task 4.5 “Lessons learned and bug fixing and adjustments in products
and routines within the Swedish demo” which describes the outcome of the first winters demonstration of
the Swedish flexibility market for congestion management. The report is organized in the following
Chapters:
1. An introduction to the CoordiNet Horizon 2020 projects with background and context for the
Swedish demonstration
2. Description of the Swedish demonstration sites operated in the winter of 2019/2020, including their
grid needs and included flexibility resources
3. Description of the flexibility products applied in Swedish demo for the winter of 2019/2020
4. The coordination scheme between CoordiNet flexibility market and already existing markets
5. A review of the activities performed to prepare, implement and evaluate the flexibility
markets. Many of the learnings made during the project are included in this chapter.
6. Results from the market operation, including key performance indices and comparison of
the different Swedish demonstrations
7. Conclusion from the demonstration
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2. Demonstration site description and identified grid needs
This section describes the main characteristics of three of the four Swedish demonstration sites, describing
the resources included in the markets, their flexibility potential and the grid at which these resources are
connected. (The fourth Swedish demonstration site Västernorrland/Jämtland was not operated in the first
winter of 2019-2020 and hence not included in this report)
2.1. The Uppland flexibility market for congestion management
Uppsala is Sweden’s fourth largest city with 170 000 inhabitants. It is situated 70 km north of the capital. In
recent years multiple customers have been denied increased capacity or connection in time, hindering city
growth and economic development in the region. Without coordination of flexibility between local grid, regional
grid and national grid reserved capacity in some connection points leads to sub-optimization in capacity
utilization during temporary grid constraints. Vattenfall Distribution has since 2018 responded to these
challenges by manually steering flexible loads and by developing bilateral agreements for load and production
steering between grid customers and regional DSO or local DSO to meet regional DSO grid need or local grid
need. The bilateral agreements allow connection of new customers by enabling the subscription level to be
kept in by manually steering down the consumption of specific flexibility resources when needed. These kind
of bilateral firm-bid capacity agreements are manual and not possible to scale up further. Also, the agreements
are targeting only customers with very high availability. With Coordinet market-based approach urban and
economic growth can be enabled with less administrative over-head, through a more flexible way of accessing
capacity. The goal is further to encourage new types of actors to provide flexibility.
2.1.1. Network characteristics
In Uppland there is an increase of power demand as cities are growing and as a result of an increasing
electrification of industry and society in general. Furthermore, the closing of local CHP production increases
the need for withdrawal from the transmission grid. The TSO is not able to increase the subscription level
for the regional DSOs and the DSO without grid reinforcement. For the first time in 2016, the regional grid
has in turn denied an increase of the subscription level for the local DSOs. The necessary grid reinforcements
will take up to 10 years to solve.
Figure 8 shows the representation of the Uppland grid around Uppsala where the meshed 70 kV regional
network are connected to the 220 kV transmission network in three locations.

Figure 8: Market places of the Uppland demonstration showing major connection points of the grid
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Grid needs to participate were identified related to the following locations:
 TSO connection 1, a 220/70 kV substation
 TSO connection 2, a 220/70 kV substation
 TSO connection 1+2 (292 MW combined subscription level to TSO)
 Uppsala North (Multiple 70 kV substations with 225 MW combined subscription level to regional DSO)
 Uppsala South (Multiple 70 kV substations with 68 MW combined subscription level to regional DSO
As can be seen in Figure 8, resources are connected to one regional DSO (Vattenfall Distribution) and two
local DSOs (Vattenfall Distribution and Upplands Energi).The local DSO Vattenfall Uppsala South did not have
any participating flexibility providers, but load forecast and real time data for the grid need was
demonstrated.
Exceeding the TSO subscription level may be granted by the TSO but is associated with a cost for each MWh
the level is surpassed. The fee for subscription/MW and for temporary subscription/MWh are different in
every TSO node and are set annually by the TSO.
Exceeding the DSO regional subscription level may be granted by the regional DSO but is associated with a
cost for the two highest MW the level is surpassed with. The fee for subscription/MW is set annually by the
regional DSO.
In the five years prior to the inauguration of the Uppland flexibility market for congestion management the
TSO subscription limit in both connection points combined was exceeded about 2 % of the time (and only in
winter). In total 112 days with violation of subscription were registered totaling 802 hours. The subscription
levels could be exceeded for as long as 16 h at a time. The congestion correlates to times of low temperature
and thus high power demand, but the local nature of the congestion is not manifested in the spot market,
price being only marginally higher at times of congestion in Uppland (average spot price 284,05 SEK/MW
when subscription level exceeded, compared to annual average of 277, 82 SEK/MW).
2.1.2. Resources characteristics
The flexibility resources participating in the Uppland demonstration are listed in Table 2. The total installed
capacity in the first winter of 2019/2020 was 96 MW, with facilities connected at local DSO and regional
DSO levels.
Table 2: Summary of flexible resources in the Swedish demonstration 1 (demonstration 2 is not yet decided)

Site

Flexible
Resource

Number

Installed
Power

Voltage Level

Market

Aggregator

1

1,5 MW

Local DSO

Upplands
Energi

Heating pump
(industry)

1

1 MW

Local DSO

Uppsala North
Vattenfall
Distribution

Heating pumps
(housing)

3

0,15 MW

Local DSO

Uppsala North
Vattenfall
Distribution

Charger
(housing)

1

0,025 MW

Local DSO

Uppsala North
Vattenfall
Distribution

Uppland
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Electric Boiler
(heating
company)

1

60 MW

Regional DSO

Uppland
Vattenfall
Distribution

Heating pumps
(heating
company)

3

8 MW

Local DSO

Uppsala North
Vattenfall
Distribution

Waste
incineration
(heating
company)

1

10 MW

Local DSO

Gas turbine
(heating
company)

1

16 MW

Local DSO

Uppsala North
Vattenfall
Distribution
Uppsala North
Vattenfall
Distribution

2.2. The Skåne flexibility market for congestion management
Skåne (Scania in English) is the southernmost province of Sweden with a population of 1,3 million. The region
has insufficient capacity to meet increased demand for expansion (residential, office), new industries and EMobility. In the region multiple customers have been denied increased capacity or connection in time in
recent years, threatening urban development and economic growth in the region. The situation is further
complicated due to technical and regulatory dependency to the interconnector between Sweden and
Germany as 615 MW of the TSO transmission line capacity through South western Skåne is allocated for the
Baltic Cable export to Germany, which terminal is at the TSO substation in Arrie that is also E.ON’s connection
point with the TSO.”. A limited demonstration was performed with CHP in 2015-2016 but no other routines
or bilateral contracts are in place to manage flexible loads. Flexible tariffs used by the DSO, E.ON, in other
regions is not used in Skåne and these contracts are deemed to have an obsolete setup to solve the current
capacity issues.
2.2.1. Network characteristics
In Skåne there is an increase of power demand as cities are growing and as a result of an increasing
electrification of industry and society in general. Also, here, the closing of local CHP production increases
the need for withdrawal from the transmission grid. The TSO is not able to increase the subscription level
for the regional DSOs and the DSO without grid reinforcement. In the past, the regional grid has in turn
denied an increase of the subscription level for the local DSOs. Again, the necessary grid reinforcements
will take up to 10 years to solve.
Figure 9 shows the representation of the Skåne grid where the resources are connected. As can be seen,
resources are connected either directly to the regional grid or to a local DSO. The regional DSO has a single
connection point with the TSO in one HV substation. The regional network of E.ON in turn feeds two local
DSO markets in the town of Lund (Kraftringen Nät AB) and Ystad (Ystad Energi AB) through three different
substations.
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Figure 9: Market places of the Skåne demonstrator showing major connection points of the grid

2.2.2. Resources characteristics
The flexibility resources considered in the Skåne demonstration are listed in Table 3. The total installed
capacity was 76 MW, with assets connected to local medium voltage kV and regional 130 kV grids:
Table 3: Summary of flexible resources in the Skåne demonstration 1 (demonstration 2 is not yet decided)

Site

Flexible
Resource
Diesel genset

SW Skåne

Number
1 facility with
10 gensets

Heat pumps
with 3 pumps

Installed
Power

Voltage Level

DSO

50 MW

Regional DSO

Bornholm Energi
og Forsyning
(local DSO)

13 MW

Local DSO

3 facilities
Kraftringe
n
(local DSO)

Diesel genset

1

0,5 MW

Regional DSO

Ystad Energi AB

Heating and
cooling
aggregator

1

0,1 MW

Regional DSO

E.ON
Energidistribution

Regional DSO

E.ON Heat

12Heat
MW pumps

1 facility with

2.3. The Gotland flexibility market for congestion management
Gotland is the largest island in Sweden with a population of nearly 60 000. The island has large share of
renewable sources providing 50% of the electricity consumption on an annual basis. RES installations are
increasing but larger installation currently stopped owing to difficulties connecting new installations due to
operational security. As with the other demonstration sites power demand is expected to increase. In near
future it is feared it will not be possible to electrify large industrial sites. Although the DSO anticipates that
electrification of personal cars can be manageable, the local high power demand for electrifying ferries,
heavy transport etc. can become a challenge and may require more capacity.
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2.3.1. Network characteristics
The island was connected to mainland Sweden with the world’s first HVDC connection in 1954. The original
link is no longer in use and has been replaced by two monopolar HVDC links. The first replacement link was
a 150 kV “HVDC classic” connection with capacity of 130 MW that went into service in 1983 followed in 1987
by a second monopolar link, with a transmission capacity of 130 MW. The existing HVDC links, where they
are not designed for bi-directional energy flow and the inversion of the required power flow, are
accompanied by reduced security of supply when exporting power from the island. To reduce the number
of changes in the direction of the power flow a margin is also ensured so that the power flow is not to close
to zero. Further, the aging HVDC-connection may trip due to fault conditions such as lightning strikes in
neighboring grid, resulting in several black outs of the whole island in the last 2-3 years. Due to increased
risk of black outs with the HVDC link a moratorium on new connections of large-scale wind and solar (>43,5
kW) is in place since September 2017.
Even though this HVDC link will keep the frequency of the island, the DSO in Gotland must be prepared to
handle some issues TSOs would typically be responsible for, i.e. balancing, inertial response. The Gotland
DSO has a subscription limit towards Vattenfall that owns and operates the HVDC and its substations on both
sides. This limit is equivalent to the maximum load on the island or about 180 MW for import of power to
the island [13]. To ensure a more frequent operation of the Gotland flexibility market for congestion
management it was decided to implement a 155 MW limit in the market platform and clear flexibility when
the forecast indicates violation of this lower limit. Figure 10 shows the representation of the grid of Gotland
where resources are connected.

Figure 10: Market places of the Gotland demonstrator showing major connection points of the grid

Historic values of the flow on the mainland connection for two weeks is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Power flow over the HVDC link between island of Gotland and mainland Sweden

The power flow in the cable varies greatly and may be reversed at times of high wind production and low
consumption, see Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Reverse power flow with wind production on island of Gotland being fed to mainland Sweden

2.3.2. Resources characteristics
The flexibility resources considered in the Gotland demonstration are listed in Table 4. The total installed
capacity was 24 MW, connected at 10 kV.
Table 4: Summary of flexible resources in the Gotland demonstration 1 (demonstration 2 is not yet decided)

Site

Gotland 1

Flexible Resource

Number

Installed Power

Voltage Level

Electric boiler
(heating company)

1

20 MW

Local DSO

Electric boiler
(Industry)

Heating pump
(heating company)

0,25 MW

Local DSO

4 MW

Local DSO

1

In previous years, the Gotland DSO handled the risk of exceeding import limit of 177 MW by signing connection
agreement with the district heating companies for use of their heat pump capacity. During 2019 a large 30
meter high accumulator tank was finalized, which is able to store 230 MWh of heat that reduces the number of
hours the heat pump is required to run (burning biomass is the preferred and cheapest solution to produce the
hot water for district heating). This means that the availability of flexibility resources has decreased but it is
still with almost certainty going to be operating during a cold, windless day.
Gotland’s largest industry is a cement factory in the East of the island. This factory produces the majority of
cement used in Sweden [14]. Normally the load from the factory is around a fifth of the islands import limit.
However, during the winter of 2019/2020 the factory had a prolonged maintenance revision of 6 weeks
(compared to 4 weeks in a normal year) that occurred between 15th February to 31st of March. The load during
this period was reduced significantly. The factory also produces electricity with a 4 MW turbine as well as
delivers heat to district heating system from surplus heat from the industry processes. The electricity
production is possible since the factory uses approximately 2 TWh of solid fuels per year [15] (a majority of
this fuel have been transferred from coal to biofuels and disposed waste during the last decade). The
dependence on this production makes the forecasting for the island a greater challenge than in the other
markets and will at times have a significant effect on the volumes of the flexibility market. For future sessions
of the Gotland flexibility market it will be beneficial to include an operation plan for this facility in order to
predict market size for different periods and improve the forecasting accuracy.
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3. Products identified for the Swedish demonstration
A general assessment of regulation and market design in Sweden is available in D1.1 [16]. The definition of
products has been addressed in a general manner in CoordiNet’s deliverable D1.3, defining general
parameters and the definitions for the project [17]. A detailed definition of parameters for the BUC are
defined in this section for the Swedish demonstration.
The business use cases of the Swedish demonstration take in consideration four different domains: The
Transmission System Operator, the Distribution System Operators, the CoordiNet platform and the Flexibility
Service Providers. The summary of the market models, services, products and market horizons considered
in the Swedish demonstrations are provided in Table 5. Only demonstration from the first winter (2019/2020,
Figure 8) covering outcome is described in this report, while the intended services for both demonstration
1 and demonstration 2 are described.
Table 5: Market models, services, market horizons and products in the Swedish demonstration 1 (running winter 2019/20)

Flexibility
Market

Grid Service

Market
Horizon

Market
Product

Aggregator
participation

Market Operator

Distributed
Market Model

Congestion
management

Dayahead

Capacity

Ye s

Regional DSO

Table 6: Market models, services, market horizons and products in the Swedish demonstration 2 (running 2020 - 2022)

Flexibility
Market

Grid Service

Market
Horizon

Market
Product

Aggregator
participation

Market Operator

Distributed
Market Model

Congestion
management

Dayahead

Capacity
Energy

Yes

Regional DSO

Distributed
Market Model

Congestion
management

Intraday

Capacity

Yes

Multi-Level
Market Model

Balancing &
Near realCongestion
time (mFRR market)
management

Energy

Yes

Regional DSO
TSO

Multi-Level
Market Model

Congestion
management
(peer to peer)

Dayahead and
Intra Day

Capacity

Yes (Gotland)

Regional DSO

Multi-Level
Market Model

Congestion
management
(peer to peer)

Dayahead and
Intraday

Capacity

No (Norrland)

Regional DSO

From the aggregator’s bidding perspective, two main market types are identified in CoordiNet, namely dayahead operated in the first winter of 2019/2020 and intra-day to be tested in winter 2020/2021. This is in
additional to the traditional reserves operated as long-term bid which are also to be integrated in the
CoordiNet demonstration. Through the developed TSO-DSO cooperation framework bids not cleared in local
or regional DSO flexibility market for congestion management may be forwarded to the mFRR market as
shown in Figure 13. Forwarding to the mFRR market requires pre-qualification of each flexibility resource
individually without any aggregation allowed.
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Figure 13: Market closure times in Swedish demonstration

Flexibility providers participating in demonstration 2019/2020 are presented in Section 2.1 to 2.3 and
includes a large variety of resources. The different flexibility service providers identified included:
 Heating companies
 Buildings
 Industries
 Aggregator
Types of assets included:
 Heating pumps
 Electric boilers
 Gas turbines
 CHP
 Diesel and biodiesel reserve power
 Energy storage
Some providers have long-term contracts (yearly) and some offer bids day-ahead. The resources also have
different availabilities, as well as how often and for how long the resources can be activated. This is
illustrated schematically in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Characteristics and typical activation times for different flexibility resources used within the Swedish demonstration

The full list of resources used in first winter (2019/2020) in the Swedish demonstration is listed in Sections
2.1.2, 2.2.2 and 2.3.2.
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3.1. Congestion management – Long-term bids
The regional DSO in Sweden has a subscription level towards the TSO as described in Section 1.2.3. There is
also a routine in place for temporary subscription activation where the regional DSO e-mails the TSO for
weekly temporary subscriptions (SUSIE). This process will be integrated in the CoordiNet platform and tested
in the Swedish demonstration of the second winter (2020/2021). The local DSOs in their turn have a
subscription level towards the regional DSOs (see Section 1.2.3). If the level is exceeded there is a higher
fee to be paid to the regional DSO.
Long-term bids are in the form of availability agreements where the FSP grants the DSO – in compensation
for payment –the right to control load or production based on the grid status, The Swedish Energy Market
Inspectorate allows these agreements to be utilized as reserves during capacity shortage in the grid.
The long-term bid products are cleared with individual requirements for each resource. For a larger
industrial or district heating company’s electric boiler the DSO typically requires availability of control
command of 99%. Payment may be given in the form of a discounted grid tariff.
Traditionally the long-term bids are a type of flexibility that acts as an emergency valve in case of failure;
which is handled manually by the control room when the grid is in abnormal operation. In dealing with
bilateral contracts between consumers and producers of flexibility, compliance management and careful
planning is necessary to ensure integration with future grid development. Without this support structure,
bilateral contracts would result in very time-consuming and manual work. To avoid the administrative
burden of an increased amount of smaller-scale agreements more dynamic strategies are required.
Characteristics of long-term bids are provided in Table 7.
Table 7: Attributes of the day-head capacity long-term bids

Attribute

Value

Preparation period

Bids submitted 9:30 day before. Information of cleared bid 10:45 day before delivery

Availability

99% (for cleared bids)

Ramping period

None

Full activation time

None

Minimum quantity

0,1 MW (for innovation lower)

Maximum quantity

Not defined

Deactivation period

None

Granularity

-

Minimum duration of
delivery period
Maximum duration of
delivery period
Validity period

60 min (on average)

Mode of activation

Manual, control room calls FSP when flexibility required

Availability price

No

Activation price

Pay-as-cleared

No limit
-

Divisibility

As defined in the bilateral contract for each FSP

Location
Recovery period

Regional flexibility market. FSP have impact factors defining how they affect power flow
of each substation that constitutes the markets connection to the overlying grid
As defined in the bilateral contract for each FSP

Aggregation allowed

No

Product Symmetry

No, only load reduction included winter 2019/2020 for congestion management

Verification cleared bid

Metering of FSP resource available in platform
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3.2. Congestion management - Capacity day-ahead free bids
Through the stakeholder interactions (covered in Section 5.1) the agreement with the energy industry in
Sweden is to act as much as possible on the day-ahead market, putting effort into improving forecasting
and planning to minimize the required intraday volume. An overview of the operational process for dayahead congestion management is provided in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Overview of operational process steps for the congestion management capacity day-ahead market

The intraday market requires fast response and FSP resources need to be activated in between 15 and 60
minutes time. Characteristics of the intraday market are provided in Table 8:.
Table 8: Attributes of the day-ahead free bids in demonstration 1

Attribute

Value

Preparation period

Bids submitted 9:30 day before. Information of cleared bid 10:45 day before delivery-

Availability

As bid

Ramping period

None

Full activation time

None

Minimum quantity

0,1 MW (for innovation lower)

Maximum quantity

Not defined

Deactivation period

None

Granularity

-

Minimum duration of
delivery period
Maximum duration of
delivery period
Validity period

60 min (on average)

Mode of activation

Manual by FSP, e-mail notification day-ahead of cleared bids.

Availability price

No

According to cleared bids day before (may bid up to 24 hours per day)
-

Activation price

Pay-as-cleared (all FSP receive price of highest accepted bid)

Divisibility

Recovery period
Aggregation allowed

Divisible bids only, platform support for indivisible bids to be developed (support for
resource specific minimum duration between end of activation and next cleared bid)
Regional flexibility market. FSP have impact fact of how they affect power flow of
each substation that constitutes the markets boarder with overlying grid
Not defined
Yes

Product Symmetry

No, only load reduction in 2019/2020 (as flexibility markets for congestion management)

Verification cleared bid

Different methods under evaluation

Location
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3.3. System services and flexibility services investigated for Gotland
In Gotland an analysis was made to understand which flexibility and system services should be used to handle
wind power and new solar as well as to improve power quality and security of supply. The Swedish business use
case (SE-2) described in deliverable D1.5 [18] focused on balancing services to the DSO in Gotland.
The preliminary objectives of the Gotland BUC are the following:
 The local DSO wants to connect new solar and wind power
 The local DSO wants to improve power quality and security of supply
 Local and regional DSOs want to unlock flexibility and increase the attractiveness for flexibility
providers to participate on the CoordiNet platform
 The regional DSO wants to provide solutions for the local DSO
 The TSO wants to increase the liquidity on the mFRR market
 FSPs want to optimize their resources management business
The objectives were preliminary because the Gotland system service is highly complex due to the high
amount of distributed generation and limitation of the HVDC cable that was not originally planned to be bidirectional (see Section 2.3). The island has to deal with both DSO and normal TSO responsibilities.
The regional DSO is motivated to work with the local DSO in Gotland to find a solution for the local DSOs’
challenges using flexibility services on a market. Further analysis on both sides needs to be made, to
understand the upcoming steps to realize this BUC. Market solutions have never been used or analyzed for
Gotland. The grid situation is very specific. The analysis should reveal which products could be utilized to
solve the locally critical situation.
Two dedicated reports were commissioned to describe the flexibility resources and possible system services
[15] as well as assessment of grid assets and operation of the Gotland power system [19]. The possible grid
services are further described in upcoming CoordiNet report D4.1.
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4. Coordination between flexibility provider, DSO and TSO
This section describes the coordination tested in the Swedish demonstration for CoordiNet project. The
categorization structure of coordination schemes considered within the CoordiNet project are defined in
D1.3 [17]. The first definition of BUCs is provided in deliverable D1.5 [18].
In Europe, the Network Codes and the Clean Energy Package have highlighted the need for further
coordination between TSOs and DSOs. Figure 16 is reproduced from [16] and shows the objectives of the
TSO-DSO coordination.

Figure 16: TSO-DSO Coordination in the Electricity Directive of the Clean Energy Package, reproduced from [16].

The main coordination actions for grid planning in Sweden are:
- Where TSO/DSO grid is connected (400 kV/130 kV) and when construction takes place jointly, mutual
planning and coordination are done.
- When the DSO has a big power customer that wants to connect or wants to raise subscription a dialogue
is initiated with the TSO.
- When the system development plan and ten-year network development plan are made, the TSO
communicates the planned measures to the DSO. Yearly plans for capacity are published (Nord Pool). The planning council which is a forum for TSO and DSO stakeholders.
Regarding grid operation, several interactions happen according to the time steps summarized in Table 9:.
Table 9: DSO-TSO coordination for grid operation in Swedish demonstration, reproduced from [16].

Time-step

Coordination measures

Long term

Outage planning coordination (OPC): yearly communication between
respective operational planning unit (TSO/DSO). TSO dialogue with
DSO representatives about consequences for different operational
modes and outages.
Exchange of switching schedules of common interest.

Medium term
Day-ahead, intraday (near real-time)

TSO in dialogue with relevant DSO about consequences for various
operational modes and outages, overloads and disturbances. In the
short-term, there is communication between grid control centers.

Generally, there is a mutual consideration between TSO and DSO for grid operation. However, according to
the Swedish Electricity Act, the TSO has a stronger mandate (i.e. cancel outages).
Prior to CoordiNet there was no coordination of flexibility services for DSO and existing markets for
electricity and for markets for system services. Different DSOs have different agreements with flexible
customer for grid needs like reserve power and recently also capacity. There has been no market design
addressing these DSO agreements.
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For the Swedish demonstration the coordination scheme has been developed in a series of stakeholder
forums and face-to-face workshops and meetings with potential flexibility providers and the energy
community (traders, producers, DSOs and the TSO), as well as with Swedish Energy Market Inspectorate and
the Swedish Energy agency. In total nearly 30-meetings as presented in Section 5.1. Especially the 3
stakeholder meetings CoordiNet Forum have been widely attended (up to 180 participants) and organized
with break out small group sessions and workshops to get as many perspectives as possible. Several dedicated
meetings have also been held between the TSO and DSO’s participating in the CoordiNet Swedish
demonstration and the Swedish Energy Market Inspectorate and Swedish Energy Agency.
A wide consensus has been reached in relation to the fact that markets should be coordinated in time to
allow the flexibility service provider to participate in all markets, based on a single bid.
The electricity day-ahead market is the spot market for power trading in the Nordic countries. The actors
on the market are mainly balance responsible parties (BRPs) who trade on behalf of their consumers and
producers. The market closes daily at 12:00. The Swedish energy community has clearly stated that they
want the flexibility services to be handled with as little disturbance as possible. Some bigger flexibility
providers can only participate on a day-ahead market. A day-ahead approach employed as much as possible
has therefore been the priority. The DSOs have agreed on that approach being challenged with being forced
to develop the capability to understand the grid need day-ahead.
After this dialogue the Swedish CoordiNet day-ahead market has been decided to operate prior to the
electricity day-ahead market in order for the BRPs of the flexibility suppliers to adjust their energy
production/consumption at the Nord Pool market. The resulting cascade model with market closing times
is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: CoordiNet Swedish demonstration market closing times

In demonstration 1 the day-ahead market was demonstrated. Unused bids from the CoordiNet day-ahead
market will be forwarded to the intraday market (demonstration 2). Unused bids from the intraday market
will be forwarded to the mFRR market by the regional DSO. (See report 5.1 for further information). The
opportunity to participate on both the DSO congestion management market as well as the mFRR-market is
believed to increase the liquidity of the mFRR market and the local flexibility markets.
Apart from the timing of the market closure the introduction of a flexibility market needs to be in line with
the routines and processes in the DSO control room. With the functionalities and the visualization of the
platform developed for the need of the DSO inhouse by E.ON and in cooperation with Vattenfall Distribution
has led to a platform as well as a market design that functions with the daily routines and workflow of the
grid operators. A dozen workshops and continuous, iterative, improvements to the platform have been
performed during the Swedish demonstrations first winter season in 2019/2020.
In order to make efficient use of the available flexibility to optimize grid operation, for the DSO it is essential
to have the day-ahead forecasts. User-friendly (here grid operator-friendly) visualization of relevant information
for decision-making is important. Figure 18 is reproduced from [20] and shows both the forecast
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surpassing the subscription level at DSO-TSO connection point, and the amount of flexibility cleared by DSO
to resolve the congestion situation. This happens when the market is open to local trade between 9:30 and
10:00. A similar view is open to the regional DSO between 10:00 and 10:30, according to the coordination
scheme in Figure 17.

Figure 18: Recommended bids view for DSO grid operators, reproduced from [20]

The closing time for the local flexibility market is important since the activation of the flexibility resource
will result in a deviation from the planned consumption or production. For FSP resources there is a need to
alter bids on the day-ahead electricity spot market which is the reason for the day-ahead flexibility market
to close before the existing day-ahead electricity spot market. Likewise, upcoming intraday market in
Swedish CoordiNet demonstration will need to be aligned with the intraday electricity spot market meaning
that the market closes before the intraday electricity spot market which ends 60 minutes before the hour
of delivery. Finally, if a bid is not used on the CoordiNet intraday flexibility market it will, in coming
demonstrations, be passed to the national mFRR market by the regional DSO. This coordination scheme
harmonizes with the various markets and allows the flexibility to be optimally used for both local, regional
and national grid needs.
An instantaneous market would demand a higher level of automatization and digitalization that is not seen
as feasible today. Thus, a strong argument for the time-wise coordination between flexibility markets for
congestion management and wholesale electricity markets is to avoid interference between them. A further
reason to avoid parallel markets, where merit order lists need to be coordinated, is that complex
coordination and near-real time closing would likely require handing over decision-making to automatic
system without human confirmation. Such an automatic decision making is not seen as desirable as these
decisions can be critical for security of supply and it is therefore deemed desirable that the DSO control
room operator has the final controlled and can act based on experience and judgment, as well as considering
also other information available to him.
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5. Preparation, implementation and findings of the Swedish flexibility market
This section describes the activities performed to prepare the market design, attract participants to the
flexibility markets, as well as setting up the processes for the market operation. This section further provides
the practical experience and findings from the demonstration of the day-ahead flexibility market and
platform in the first winter (2019/2020). The chapter is organized, roughly following the sequence of
activities undertaken, as shown in Figure 19.


Stakeholder
interactions of flexibility providers
5.1. • Recruitment


Identification of

5.2

need
• grid
Identification
of impact factor

5.3


Contractual agreement with flexibility
provider
•Data protection

5.4

• security
Install measurement (described in report D4.4)



Ensure Information

5.5


Forecasting
of load

5.6


Experience from flexibility
provider

5.7


Experience
from DSO

5.8


Evaluate market
liquidity

5.9



Renumeration and validation

Figure 19: Outline of Chapter 5
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The flexibility market was opened on November 5th, 2019 in Skåne (Figure 20) and on January 5th in Uppland.

Figure 20: Activation of the flexibility market for congestion market in Skåne on November 5th, 2019. From left: Peter Sigenstam
E.ON head of strategy and business development, Linda Persson portfolio manager and Christoffer Isendahl project leader

Figure 21: Official inauguration at of the Swedish demonstration at the third CoordiNet forum, Stockholm December 5th, 2019

5.1. Stakeholder interactions
The purpose of this section is to provide a detailed description of activities performed to reach out to and
engage potential FSPs in the four Swedish demonstration areas. The objective of these activities has been to
find and engage customers and make available for the market their flexibility, through the design of purposeful
and scalable flexibility products. The work has been conducted in an iterative, agile manner with open
workshops where both grid operators, potential flexibility service providers and other stakeholders have
attended, in order to fully understand needs and opportunities on both sides. The workshop and external events
held are summarized in Table 10 with each event and its outcome briefly described.
Several of these interactions were also targeting Subtask T4.2.1 which included mapping and analysis of
grid operator and planning gaps with regard to flexibility dispatching. This specific work is further described
in Coordinet Delivery D4.4 and is not repeated here.
In total over 30 external events have been held with the Swedish CoordiNet Demonstration as summarized in
Table 10. In addition to this twenty open meetings have been held locally in the demonstration areas with FSP,
municipalities and academia. Regular bi-monthly meetings have been held with the Swedish energy market
inspectorate. Three conference articles have been published and 14 articles written about the first
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Swedish demonstration in papers and magazines, as listen in Table 11. Several recordings and videos have
also been produced, as given in Table 12. Further activities can be followed on the
https://twitter.com/coordinets.
Table 10: Summary of external stakeholder events

Date

Description

Category

Initial discussions with Swedish Energy Agency regarding local system
services

2008-10-27
Eskilstnuna

Presentation of pre-study on island of Gotland ahead of Coordinet
project

2018-02-18 Visby

2019-02-18 Visby Open meeting with customers in Gotland
2019-03-08

Open meeting with customers in Uppland arranged by Uppsala City

GA 824414
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First CoordiNet Forum

2019-03-14

Energy 2019: "Unlocking flexibility"

2019-03-22

2019-03-25
2019-03-29
2019-04-10
Uppsala

Swedish energy association, Swedenergy, conference: Flexibility and
CoordiNet
Energi 2019. Presentations at annual meeting and conference at the
Swedish energy association, Swedenergy
Conference in Uppsala on capacity shortage
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2019-04-16

Forum for facilitating contact and dialogue between researchers and
members of the Swedish parliament "Här fylier politiker pa med
kunskap fran energiforskare och industri"
Open meeting Skane about capacity challenge in the Skane region

Conference

Seminar

2019-05-14
Malmö

CoordiNet Forum #2 held at Swedish Energy Agency regarding business
incentive, coordination and prices for the local flexibility markets

2019-06-10
Eskilstuna

2019-06-13

Swedish Energy Agency lunch seminar

2019-06-17
2019-07-01
Uppsala

Meeting in Uppsala with local flexibility providers
Seminar

Seminar on capacity
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2019-07-01

Energy Authority at Almedalen: CoordiNet on Gotland

Conference

Meeting with potential flexibility providers in Uppsala

Workshop

Presentation at Swedish TSO, Svenska kraftnät annual customer and
stakeholder meeting, Kraft 2019

Conference

2019-08-27

2019-08-28
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2019-08-30

EnergiNätverk Sverige

Conference

Swedish energy association, Swedenergy, conference "Elnätsdagama" Conference

2019-11-14

Coordinet Forum #3, with 180 participants

Conference

Report given at Swedish Smart Forum on flexibility (governmental
Forum)

Report

Press conference in Uppsala

Seminar

2019-12-05
Stockholm

2019-12-19
Stockholm
2020-01-21
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From Left: Tomas Nordqvist, Uppssalahem; Erik Pelling, Uppsala
municipal commissioner; Cecilia Sjöstedt, GE Healthcare; Yvonne
Ruwaida, Vattenfal Distribution
Workshop

2020-01-22
Stockholm

2020-02-11
Stockholm
2020-03-03
2020-04-20

Presentation at Sweden´s Largest district heating conference
"Framtidens Fjärrvarme 2020"

Conference

County Administrative Board for Stockhom: "Hur skapar vi tangslktiga Seminar
och tillforlitfa planer for en trygg elforsorjning"
Swedish energy market inspectorate seminar on flexibility with 188 on Seminar
line participants.
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CoordiNet Forum #4 hosted by Swedish Energy Agency as online
meeting with 155 participants. (Discussions in 12 break -out groups
reported back to plenay)

Seminar

2020- 04-28
Online

E.ON information meeting ahead of 2020/2021 flexibility market,
hosted by Sustainable Business Hub

Seminar

2020- 05-12
Online
2020- 05-15
Online

Gotland Energi information meeting for flexibility providers

Seminar

Vattenfall information meeting for flexibility providers

Seminar

Additionally, approximately twenty open meetings have been held
locally in the demonstration areas with FSP, municipalities and
academia
Continuous market design dialogue at regular meetings with the
Swedish energy market inspectorate

Meeting

2020-04-22
online

Multiples
dates
Bi-monthly

Meeting

Table 11: Publications

Date

Description

Source
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2019-02-01

Article about electricity network services and Coordinet in particular

Tidningen Energi
(Swedenerg’s
magazine)

2019-03-14

Article in bi-weekly technichal magazine: Effektbehovet är den
stora utmaningen

Ny Teknik

Article in magazine of the Swedish Property Owners' Association: Lägg
energi på effekten

Fastighetstidningen

Article in web magazine: Bristningsgränsen – Kapacitetsbristen
ett faktum i svenska elnät
Change and change management – unlocking the power flexibility
meeting Swedens’s capacity challenge, John Backe, David Bjarup,
Yvonne Ruwaida
Heat pumps in multi-family buildings used as a flexibility resource
for frequency balancing and congestion management, Rebecca Grill,
Sabina Oehme, Yvonne Ruwaida

Branschaktuellt

2019-04-05
2019-05-21
2019-06-03

2019-0603

CIRED 2019

CIRED 2019

2019-0901

Intranet article: Lösningar på kapacitetsbristen

2019-09-19

Go live

Vattenfall
intranet
press release

2019-11-19

Flex providers contracted

Press release

2019-12-10

Article in Uppsala’s daily newspaper: ”Nytänkande ska
minska Uppsalas effektbrist”

2020-01-06

Article on web site: Vattenfall öppnar för flexibilitetshandel i Uppsala

Uppsala Nya
Tidning
Second Opinion
Energy

2020-01-08

Article in local newspaper:

Hela Gotland

2020-01-10

Article on web site: Ny handelsplats för 95 MW flexibilitet i Uppsala
Article on web site of Sweden’s largest afternoon
paper: “Miljonprojektet kommer till Uppsala”

Montel

2020-01-21
2020-01-22
2020-01-23
2020-01-27

Article on web site of energy magazine: ”CoordiNet ska
förbättra nätkapaciteten ytterligare i Uppsala”
Article in Uppsala’s daily newspaper: ”Nytänkande ska
minska Uppsalas effektbrist”
Article in magazine for maintenance personell: ”Elnätskapacitet
som säljs från en dag till en annan”

Aftonbladet
Energinyheter
UNT
U&D

2020-02-19

Article on municipalities website: “EU-projektet CoordiNet”

Uppsala
Municipality

2020-06-04

Paper “Initial experience from the first CoordiNet demonstration”
Yvonne Ruwaida, Nicholas Etherden, Niclas Damsgaard, Christoffer
Isendahl

Cired Berlin
workshop 2020

Table 12: Web recordings and productions
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2019-12-09

Swedish Smart Forum on flexibility (governmental Forum)

2020-03-03

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZhqFlIN8608&t=253s
Stockholm County Administrative Board seminar: “How do we create long-term and
reliable plans for a secure electricity supply” [In Swedish]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJwtQ-LsTnE
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5.2. Identification of grid needs and impact factors
5.2.1. Grid need
The grid needs were identified for each grid owner and grid level separately. As described in section 1.2.3.
the subscription level for areas where the subscription level for one a group of transformers cannot not be
raised (net planning) or not exceeded (grid operation) was used in defining the grid need for congestion
management.
The grid need theoretically also could be dimensioning criteria like thermal transfer capacity or power
quality demands for a distribution transformer or a power line in the DSO grid. This was not the case for this
demonstration and thus the overlying grid stood the capacity constraint.
5.2.2. Impact factors
A series of studies were performed to determine how flexibility would influence the power flow at the
connection points between regional DSO and TSO, as well as between local DSO and regional DSO. This was
done in two steps and described below for the Uppland demonstrator.
First, simultaneity factors [21] for loads are computed (sometimes called coincidence factor). The network
analysis department for the 10 and 20 kV local networks looked at that probability that a large customer would
have a significant consumption at times when the network demand was the highest. This is dependent on the
availability of the industrial load (measured in the number of hours it has a significant load). This “utilization
factor” is available in the Network Information System (NIS) and needs to be compared with the general loading
of other loads on a line / grid area of the local market. This analysis shows if an FSP has a significant chance
to be using a high load at peak consumption times for the entire line/market area. This is thus an impact factor
of the probability a customer will be able to help the grid when the grid has congestion. This first impact factor
is used to evaluate the value of including a given FSP in the demonstration. An average for large industrial
customers was computed as 0.825, i.e. in order to be sure to get 1MW of flexibility a total of 1/0.825= 1,21
MW should be activated (in order to compensate for chance resource is not used). This approach works well
for large industries which often will have a relatively flat consumption profile due to manufacturing and use
of facilities in multiple shifts around the clock. Smaller domestic loads will have a lower likelihood of being
available at any given time the following day. For such more intermittent loads the availability impact factor
is less and there is a need to activate a large over capacity of flexibility. (For such loads it is preferable, or
even required, to use an aggregation with good forecast of actual resource availability.) For other grid areas
with another combination of load types and FSPs other availability factor would be required. As the 10 and 20
kV networks are radially operated the flow to the 70 kV primary substation is predictable and each customer
can be ascribed to one substation, given the present grid configuration. This method for the local grid is useful
for understanding the long-term bids though not correct for free bids. Choice of method for the local grid will
be further analyzed.
Second, an impact factor is derived similar to the Power Transfer Distribution Factors (PTDF) used by ENTSO-E
in flow based capacity calculation methodology for the day-ahead market [22]. The 70 kV regional network is
meshed and operated with multiple paths for the electricity to flow. The power flow needs to be solved for
exact load situation in all nodes of 70 kV to say where the power flows and which of the two 220/70 kV TSO
station is affected. It is thus not predictable if a MW injected at a given point in the grid will flow through one
or the other connection point with overlying TSO grid. The network analysis department for regional networks
has a PSSE power system model of the 70 kV network with its TSO connection points. The load of each primary
substation (70/20 or 70/10 kV) is taken from measurements (5 minutes resolution) on the relays of the outgoing
feeders or summed up using simultaneous factors of the max load as stored in the
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NIS. The DSO/TSO connection points are taken as critical network element and winter high load scenario
taken as reference flow case. For each of the dozen 70 kV substations a change of load is made and the
resulting power decrease at each of the two TSO connections. For example, if a ten MW load reduction at
an FSP has an effect of 6 MW on a DSO/TSO connection point the impact factor is taken as 60%. Neglecting
losses and with two connection points as in Uppsala, the impact factor of the other connection point would
then be 40%.
A similar case is for the production. A 125 MW hydropower plant situated 150 km North of Uppsala will under
normal network operation reduce the power outtake at TSO connection point 1 with 1/4 of the production.
The second TSO connection point to Uppsala will on the other hand only be reduced with 1/30 of the
production, with the rest of the power affecting flow in substation elsewhere outside of the CoordiNet
flexibility market.
The impact factors are used in the market platform. Each FSP is configured with an impact factor for every
substation on the border of the market. Figure 22 is reproduced from CoordiNet deliverable D4.4 [20] and
shows the operator view. If 9 MW of flexibility is cleared it is calculated that 5,49 MW load reduction will
result in the substation. This corresponds to an impact factor of 0.61. Also, the FSP cost of flexibility is recalculated for the grid operator: the FSP requests 1000 SEK per MW but the cost for the DSO to reduce the
flow at the substation by a MW will be 1639 SEK, due to the need to use 1.639 MW. It is this latter cost that
the DSO will compare to the cost of surpassing the subscription level. (If permission is granted by TSO to
surpass the normal subscription limit the DSO may conclude it is cheaper to not buy flexibility and instead
pay the penalty to the TSO.)
The impact factor will affect merit order on the market such that it is combination of price/MW and location
in form of impact factor which together will decide in which order bids will be cleared.

Figure 22: Selected bids showing scaling of required MW based on the FSP impact factor, reproduced from [20]

The impact factors for the various resources in the Uppland and Skåne demonstration are provided in Table
13: and Table 11.
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Lessons learned regarding impact factors include
 The impact factor will affect merit order on the market such that a combination of price/MWh and
location in the form of impact factor taken together will decide in which order bids will be cleared.
 Impact factors of FSPs should be published to ensure a transparent market.
Table 13: Impact factors for the resources in Uppland demonstration, all values are in percent
Flexibility
resource
Connection 1
Electric boiler
Gas turbine
Waste combustion
Uppsala Hem
EV charger
GE Healthcare
Heat pump contract
Heat pump spot
Aggregator

DSO regional grid
DSO local grid
TSO
TSO
TSO
Upplands
Connection 2 connection 1+2 Energi
51
34
85
0
51
34
85
0
51
34
85
0
50
30
80
0
48
31
79
0
47
32
80
0
51
34
85
0
51
34
85
0
67
18
85
90

Uppsala
North
0
0
0
83
83
100
100
100
0

Uppsala
South
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 14: Impact factors for the resources in Skåne demonstration, all values are in percent
Flexibility
resource
Connection 1
Sjölunda heat pumps
Bornholm assets
Anoden
SHVC
Kraftringen district
heating assets
Medicon Village assets

DSO regional grid

DSO local grid
Substation 1
(Värpinge)
0
0
0
0
0

TSO
61
57
56
43
0
0,48

0

Substation 2
Substation 3
(Brunnshög/ÖM) (Tomelilla)
0
0
0
0
0
0
83
0
83
0
100

0

5.3. Prerequisites, GDPR and contractual agreements with flexibility providers
Cooperation agreement for participation on the marketplace and the CoordiNet demonstration is written
with all FSPs. In the agreement the following questions are addressed:





Obligation of platform provider (regional grid owner)
Obligation of FSP
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
Confidentiality agreement (non-disclosure of commercial terms for flexibility)

The only contractual issue that raised questions was installation of IoT for metering data for the platform.
All other questions were not discussed.
No penalties were stipulated for not delivering flexibility services as promised. Hereby this demonstration is
mutual learning experience. This approach will still be valid for next demonstration phase.
5.4. Information security
Vattenfall Distribution performed security assessment for the information exchanged within the CoordiNet
Uppland demonstration. Privacy and security approval process was challenging as security assessment
regulation and practices are under implementation and constantly evolving. In total the process took 15
months.
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The required information exchange is outlined in Figure 23 while the information classification performed
is provided in Table 15. In order to produce load forecasting (item 4 in Figure 23) there is a need to collect
data in real-time from Vattenfall meters. These meter values are used to estimate the grid need day-ahead
and intraday as well as for follow-up of executed power reduction from flexibility providers.
Table 15: Information classification for data exchange within CoordiNet Uppland market

Class

Flexibility
market
structure

Flexibility
market
operations

Update
frequency

Type of information
Flexibility providers, capacity, local net, network
impact factors (per resource, multiple per
provider possible)

Seldom

Email

Market structure, four local grid markets (Upplands
Energi, VF north, south, GEAB)

Seldom

Email

Anonymized grid structure sketch

Seldom

Email

Agreements

Seldom

Email

Anonymized meter identification numbers

Seldom

Email

Metering data regional net, local net, transmission
subscriptions (5 min resolution)

5 min

Web service
(https/REST)

Metering data from flexibility providers (5 min
resolution)

5 min

Web service
(https/REST)

Production plans (id, time, volume)

Daily

Email

Flexibility bids (prices, volume, time).

Daily

Web service
(https) /
Web app

Clearing of flexibility bids (prices, volume, time).

Daily

Email

Grid load forecasting (id, time, volume)

Daily

Forwarding to mFRR market (bids and purchases,
see above)

Daily

Temporary subscriptions (for transmission stations
in Coordinet) - planned
Daily
Flexibility
market
follow-up
and billing

Transfer
method

KPI follow-up (report format PDF, possibly also as
machine readable format (JSON, XML, XLSX, ...))
Billing flexibility provided (flexibility delivered)
- planned
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Figure 23: Vattenfall IT-system and information exchange for CoordiNet

5.5. Forecasting of load in the grid
To be able to utilize flexibility forecasting the anticipated power flow in the network is essential. Without
accurate forecast the right amount of flexibility cannot be assigned at the right time. Through the
stakeholder interactions the agreement with the energy industry in Sweden is to act as much as possible on
the day-ahead market (as described in Section 3.2). With the market closure times devised in the
coordination scheme (see Section 0) the forecast needs to give accurate estimate of the load 15 to 39 hours
ahead of time. A major activity during the first winter season (2019/2020) operation of the day-ahead
flexibility market for congestion management was to develop a method to forecast key bottleneck-points
and to verify the accuracy of the forecast.
5.5.1. Uppland forecast model of loads
Several improvements were made to the forecast during the operation of the flexibility markets first season
(winter 2019/2020). More detailed information about the prediction method and the machine learning
techniques used by the supplier and CoordiNet partner, Expektra, will be described in separate report D4.3.2
to published at https://coordinet-project.eu/publications/deliverables.
Using overreaching design principles, modular building blocks for load forecasting (Uppland and Skåne
markets) and production forecast (Gotland) have been developed to provide data to the market platform,
supporting decision making and the DSO in becoming a proactive system operator. The building blocks consist
of customer load forecasting and grid state forecasting, using artificial intelligence (neural networks), based
on machine learning techniques.
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When forecasting a target grid-point, input is in general measurements at secondary substations, multiple
weather forecasts and calendar information of weekday and holidays as well as the target timeseries itself.
Multiple models based on artificial neural networks (ANN) are trained and evaluated in a method optimizing
the predictions for different time steps, see [23].
The main objective of the initial period of the pilot was to ensure integration and functioning of the
communication. Near real-time dataflows were established between grid operations SCADA and predictions
platform. Data were mapped into an initial structure to enable predictions of desired points. Dataflows from
predictions platform to CoordiNet-platform were established and verified.
During the initial market operation in November and December, it was observed that the measurements of
the two substations, that constitute the TSO feed-in connection points, are affected to a rather large extent
by the actual operational state of the grid. As the grids are built with redundant transmission capability,
power can flow in multiple directions, which result in that the actual allocation between feed-in connections
can vary in time even though power demand is stable. This is discussed as a key challenge to improve
forecasts of feed-in connection points when going forward.
During the initial market operation, it was also observed that the forecasts of the two substations that
constitute the TSO connection points were better individually than when combined. The forecast of the
combined TSO subscription level was initially created by training the prediction models on top-level
aggregated measurements from the two TSO connection points. From February 2nd, 2020, no separate
forecast was created for the combined flow. Instead the subscription limit was created as the sum of the
individual substations forecast. The reason why this improved the forecast was not fully investigated but is
likely due to the meshed operation of the 70 kV grid under the TSO connection points.
The second improvement of the forecast for Uppland came in mid-February 2020. By then it had become
apparent that the forecast became less accurate when the district heating companies 60 MW electric boiler
was used. This electric boiler has a power requirement that is 20% of the subscription limit to the TSO for
the entire city of Uppsala. The load of the electric boiler, as shown in Figure 24, is not easy to predict from
past observation. Even though the underlying heat-demand is depending on ambient weather conditions,
the electrical power-demand of the boilers is governed by operators decisions to use electrical or nonelectrical sources for heat like the waste combustion and biomass burners. Thus, the electrical power need
of the boilers is poorly described by models using inputs as described above.

Figure 24. Observed measurements of electrical power drawn by boilers as the district heating plant depends indirectly to
ambient weather but to a larger extent on operators decisions to use electrical or non-electrical sources for heat like the waste
combustion a
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The solution to improve the forecast was to subtract the observed
boiler load from historic substation measurements used to train the
forecast algorithm. The production plan was then added to the
prognosis in order to provide the forecast used for clearing of the
market bids during periods of expected congestion. This requires
the impact factors (see Section 5.2.2) to be utilized as 51% of the
boilers power is calculated to be drawn from TSO connection point
1 and 34 % from TSO connection point 2. This improvement in
forecasting was implemented on February 14th and resulted in the
root mean square error decreasing from 10% to 6% (mean error
decreased from 8% to 5%).
The improvement was directly experienced by operators who
reported that purchased amounts of flexibility came closer to the
true need and they could deduce from the observed measurement
if the operation of the boiler was behind the deviation of the load
forecast.

Figure 25: Example case where the district
heating operator’s electric boiler case where
the FSP resource operation deviates from plan,
which results in a forecast error

The correlation between the day-ahead forecast and observed load for Uppland is shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Day-ahead forecast and observed load for the combined power flow through the 2 TSO connection points.
Observed load (red), forecast (blue), subscription level to TSO (yellow line)

The forecast still becomes uncertain if the electric boiler deviates from the production plan. This is something
that has, and will continue to be, necessary to handle by the district heaters calling the grid control room to
inform of non-anticipated changes to the operation. The market platform provides a visualization to both the
district heating operator and grid operator of the impact of the boiler’s deviation from plan, which can greatly
help in understanding if the boiler or other causes are is responsible for deviations from the forecast. A further
challenge in predicting the loads is that the actual grid operating state influence the amount to which the
different TSO connection points are affected by the district heating operations. The first winters (2019/2020)
operation of the flexibility markets for congestion management fixed “impact-factors” were used. These
impact-factors were estimated by the grid operators based on historical data (see Section 5.2.2). As this
relationship vary in time, a natural improvement-potential is to develop a practically feasible method to
determine these impact-factors as a function of time, or switch between different sets of impact factors
depending on the grid operation.
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For the upcoming winter of 2020/2021 the plan is to update the forecast on any change of production plan
in near real-time to enable clearing of bids on the intraday market. Two nearby resources have also been
identified that can influence the flow at the TSO connection points with a few MW. The first one is the 62
MW of electric boilers at the Stockholm North-western district heating operator situated 35 km from
Uppsala. The second one is a 70 MW hydro plant 90 km north of Uppsala. Production plans for these two
units will be included to improve the forecast further during 2020.
Other minor sources of error with the forecast was an error in the data center hosting the supplier’s servers
and bottlenecks in communication that could be resolved quickly during the operation of the demonstration.
5.5.2. Gotland forecast model of loads and production
Specific challenge was getting a sufficiently accurate forecast for Gotland’s wind production, which is
further described in Section 5.7.2. For Gotland forecasts of the net exchange over the feed-in cable to the
island distribution grid is essential to decisions in congestion management. As learnt from Uppland pilot,
the solution to model and forecast subcomponents proved better than to model and forecast the top-level
feed-in connection point directly. The solution was to split measurement at feed-in point into two series;
one for wind power production and the other for consumption and production of gas/diesel reserve power.
The net exchange in feed-in connection point was thus derived using following relations:
Net exchange of HVDC cable = Consumption – wind power production– production Gas/Diesel gen set
It proved to be an unexpected challenge to retrieve historical data on measurements on these split-levels,
which was not completed until beginning of February 2020. As historical data is essential to enable any kind
of timeseries-modelling, the actual prediction models could not med trained with machine learning nor
evaluated prior this. Subsequently, actual forecasts for consumption for initiated on March 4th and for wind
power production from March 10th. Production from the gas and diesel occurs very seldom, mainly, during
contingency situations showed similar dependencies as the district heating boilers and were given less efforts
in this early pilot.

Figure 27: Wind power forecast (blue) and outcome (yellow) in Gotland pilot over March-2020

5.5.3. Skåne forecast model of loads
The forecasting model of the Skåne region is based on the algorithm developed by RWTH Aachen. The algorithm
has been continuously updated and further developed by E.ON. Since the researchers from RWTH Aachen were
not able to develop the forecast in-site, they did developments externally using a static version of the data.
The use of static data advanced into a separate development area that resulted in use of data sources for the
forecast, that were not actually available in an operational setting.
Lack of experience and knowledge of how live data sources behave also proved to be a challenge when
attempting to deploy the solution, since this had not been handled in the theoretical approach.
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Overall the forecast in Skåne is today a pared-down version of the original theoretical release. Assumptions
such as knowing what the production levels will be in the future, were not possible to implement in a realworld scenario, due to the lack of needed data. However, most of the challenges were possible to mitigated
during the release window. A further conclusion was that it is insufficient to test the software on a single
historic data set, development of a robust forecast algorithm requires extensive trial runs with new data to
see how it handles unforeseen changes to data for example by simulating shorter time windows. During the
release week a plethora of issues and design flaws emerged and had to be fixed, which led to two very diverse
codebases.
The forecast model was not perceived by operators as accurate enough. The magnitude of the error is not
the largest problem, but rather that it can vary a lot in this large span, making it challenging to use for
operational decisions. The graph below (Figure 29) shows how RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) varies over
time at every prediction interval. Predictions are delivered as 40 hour ahead forecasts on an hourly basis.
The avg(RMSE) is the average of RMSE’s for the 40 hour prediction interval.

Figure 28: Forecast performance of E.ON/RWTH Aachen model expressed as Avg(RMSE)

Many of the largest model deviations occur when there are inexplainable drops in normal consumption. This
is mainly due to the assumptions of production forecasts. Production in the forecasted region plays a major
role, and often leads to lower consumption from the point than is forecasted. An example of this can be
seen below, in Figure 30.

Figure 29: Forecasts (40 hour duration) distributed over time, ranging from blue being the oldest forecast, to green being
the newest 40 hour forecast. The red line shows the actual load at the connection point

Currently initiatives are ongoing to improve forecasting performance. One initiative focuses on eliminating
assumptions, by obtaining production plan to avoid estimating future production. Another is investigating
further on the model improvements, both in design of the model itself, but also in the training method of
the model. Focus on increased automation of training models and streamlined data acquisition is a primary
target for the next demo period, since connection points will have forecasts deployed.
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5.6. Experience from flexibility provider
For the Uppland demonstration 5 out of 7 planned flexibility providers were active in the market (See KPI
37/Section 6.2.11). Overall the FSPs were positive to the project and the execution of the first winter season
in 2019/2020. A desire for higher degree of automation in interacting with the platform was noted. The
Vattenfall project team concluded that it is a learning process to understand power (not just energy in
daily/annual MWh) and providing flexibility requires basic understanding of grid needs as well as detailed
understanding of the FSPs own energy demand and relation with production processes.
Several of the FSPs underestimated the effort required to provide flexibility. In the case of the municipal
housing estate the buildings alter between using district heating network and heat pumps for heating and
domestic hot water. The supplier of the energy management system had challenges to interface the system,
as it is built to control the building processes and not to provide flexibility. For small buildings the cost is
relatively high to make such adjustments and cannot be motivated on purely economic terms.
A pharmaceutics production facility experienced delays due to unforeseen issues with the local authorities.
Providing the 1,5 MW of flexibility from their heat pump turned out to have a large impact on the water
flow within the industrial process. The municipality needed to grant permission to alter the flow to the
water treatment plant. Some test bids could be offered during the first winter while the approval to provide
flexibility during 4 hours was only received toward the end of the 2019/2020 season.
An aggregated cluster of 340 small domestic heat pumps could provide 0,5 MW of flexibility during 2 morning
and two afternoon hours. This flexibility was offered on 43 of the 83 days the Uppland market was open and
the resource was cleared on 11 separate days. Due to the initial implementation in the platform algorithm
the largest flexibility resource “overshadowed” bids from smaller resources, ignoring certain similar prices
bids under 5 MW. Measures were introduced to increase the chance of smaller bids being selected. After
alteration of the algorithm the aggregator was regularly cleared.
The district heating company that provided the major part of the cleared flexibility was positive to the
market platform and the set up processes. Many employees were active in the bidding and a need was
identified for better and broader internal education to place bid and act on the accepted bids. There was
strong request for development of an API (Application Programming Interface) to enable automation of the
bids. The number of days with bids was less than desired due to issues with the pellet biofuel burner meaning
that several days required the heat pump and electric boiler at full capacity without potential to provide
reduced electric consumption as flexibility.
An operator of battery UPS systems for data centers had planned to participate but the end-customer
changed its operations and the resource could no longer provide flexibility. Another property company had
planned to participate with flexibility from controllable electric vehicle charging. Measurements were
included in the market platform (see Figure 30), however the set-up to control the charging could not be
finalized for the first winter season in 2019/2020. With many of the renters having their own electricity
contracts the flexibility available is limited to the common building and heating needs, which often is a
smaller part of the entire electric consumption of the building. This property company also expressed a
need to aggregate their various properties to efficiently interact with the CoordiNet market. The bidding
would then need to be automated with automatic control when bids are accepted. (If this is foreseeable to
do for the later CoordiNet seasons is unclear at the time of writing).
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Figure 30: Measurement of electric vehicle charging, set-up for FSP

Considering all of the feed-back received from the Uppland demonstrator the overall conclusions are:
 FSPs participating in demonstration 1 were driven by other motives than pure financial gain.
Helping local societies coping with capacity constraints and enabling growth, using the energy
efficient and climate friendly as well as being innovative were the main motivations. Most
interested actors are in the beginning of a learning curve. Delivering flexibility services demands
knowledge of how to integrate flexibility into energy management system, how to value the
business of flexibility and system services and the ability to act on clearing signals. These are
both technical and process related issues. The biggest deterrent for participation is the
uncertainty of financial gain participating with free bids. Investing time and money needs a
clearer financial pay-back.
 The FSPs acting in the Skåne region echoed many of the sentiments of the Uppland actors. Most of
the FSP users noted that the platform itself was user-friendly and expressed satisfaction with their
participation in the first winter season (2919/2020) of the flexibility markets for congestion
management. In general, the learning curve was not a major issue for the FSPs, although it should
be noted that each organization received a separate training session before their initiation into
the market platform.
The main takeaways from FSP feedback and learnings in Skåne were as follows:
1. Additional incentives and remuneration models were requested, such as firm bid agreements or
that a DSO could create buy orders that FSPs could fulfill. This should mitigate the economic
uncertainties associated with a mild winter where the demand for flexibility is lower than
expected.
2. There was a need for more dynamic bidding, e.g. an asset being available for clearing during a set
amount of hours but flexible on start time within the day. The FSPs reasoned this would enable
them to offer additional flexibility on the market.
3. Ensure compatibility with other flexibility market services. One of the FSP actors identified a risk of
participation being difficult if they would need to use two separate non-integrated solutions when
acting on the market.
The first two areas and aspects of the third are being implemented in business and platform development
as of May 2020. The process of iterating on the business use case implementation is a joint effort between
E.ON, Vattenfall and FSP actors.
On Gotland one industrial FSP participated in the trials. This FSP expressed appreciation with the
visualization of the measured consumption from the flexibility resource on the market platform. They had
benefit of being able to see in real-time their grid consumption was. Not enough bids were cleared to access
the accuracy of the delivered flexibility, an evaluation that will continue in the coming winters.
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5.7. Experience from DSO
Acting as distribution system operator (DSO) and not only as distribution network operator (DNO) requires
new abilities. The CoordiNet platform gives tools to act as a DSO in a new way. The main differences
between DSO and DNO are given in Table 16.
Table 16: Characteristic changes in development from distribution network operator to system operator

DNO

DSO

Resource oriented /
Network focus

System focus

Producers and consumers

Prosumers

Investments

Investments and Flexibility

Metering energy consumption

Metering energy flow and
monitoring grid status

5.7.1. Uppland
The control room of Vattenfall expressed that they had very good use of the visibility of the grid situation
assessing the grid need and the accuracy of the data and the load forecast. The operators of the control
room received recommended bids to clear based on merit order, still able to make changes if the grid
situation demands.
CoordiNet day-ahead market and the digital platform enables Vattenfall to become active system operators
and “move towards a smarter electricity grid”, where the DSO makes more efficient use of the electricity
infrastructure. A price signal is received between electricity grids and, above all, the heating sector. This
may extend to signals also from other energy systems like e-mobilities charging infrastructure or industrial
hydrogen in future decarbonized energy system. This in turn will enable DSOs to optimize the use of our
infrastructure and resources without disrupting the electricity market.
With CoordiNet demonstration we have managed flexibility resources better than the manual control by
control room staff previously used. CoordiNet has enabled more resources to participate. High commitment
and interest from the flexibility providers has been created through a broad, open and transparent dialogue
with the various stake holders. A success factor has been to develop both processes and platform
visualization and clearing mechanisms in close cooperation with the control room staff. More FSPs have
indicated interest to participate in next winters markets. DSOs and TSO have learned about new functions
from forecasting and market design to coordination opportunities between customer in local and regional
grids.
The winter of 2019/2020 was the warmest on record, surpassing historic measurements in Uppsala
(continuous since 1722) with almost a full degree Celsius. In Skåne, there was little need to purchase
flexibility. In Uppland, there was a need but only for the regional network.
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The issue most discussed by the operators was the possibility to get an improved load forecast, to be able
to see the visualization of the data needed for decisions (roadmap and real-time data for larger DER) as well
as a discussion about what routines are needed when a larger DER or FSP does not follow procedure or act
correctly on the purchase flexibility call.
The grid operators at Vattenfall Distribution monitor a geographically dispersed network with 800-900 000
customers and lines and cables whose length could circle the earth 2-3 times. They are constantly in contact
with dozens of repair teams as well as monitoring SCADA and in contact with the handlers of (low voltage)
customers outage calls. Without system support and visualization, it is not possible to handle more than 23
flexibility resources per area. Before the CoordiNet platform was introduced operators would resort to calling
the largest flexibility providers in times of congestion. With automatic handling of the merit order list and
selection of bids to purchase provided by the market platform tool, the possibilities arise to increase the number
of market actors and allow for smaller FSPs to participate and compete with larger resources.
Examples of other specific questions that arose from control room operators and Vattenfall CoordiNet
project team:
 Most essential for operators is the visualization of last couple of days load and next day’s forecast
to judge the need for procuring flexibility for congestion management.
 With the largest industry and district heater able to draw 10-30% of the load single handedly, it is
important that these loads are monitored, and their production plans incorporated in the forecast.
 The separate visualization of the production plans helps the operators assess the coming days grid
situation. It was found that hourly resolution was not granular enough and that 15-minute plans
would be helpful
 Operators stated that they mainly confirmed the proposed bids from the platform, finding little
need to manually alter amount of flexibility or which FSP to clear from
 A need was identified for the bids to be reflected in the forecast. In the first session no update
was made after market closure. With the intraday market introduced in the second winter season
of 2020/2021 this update will be vital and the platform used throughout the day to monitor the
grid situation.
 Operators also would like feed-back if cleared bids are not executed. (This can be important
information to have before taking other actions.)
 It can be weeks between the need to purchase bids for congestion management. The daily routine
to check platform might need to be replaced by integration to control room alarm list when
congestion is forecasted. This would enable operators to access the market platform only when
necessary.
 For the upcoming intraday market an emergency button to “clear all available bids
immediately” was requested
 Should an additional buffer of a few MW be added when calculating the bids to clear, to
compensate if the forecast underestimates the load? (This possibility was available in the
market platform, but not used during the winter of 2019/2020.)
 In the first winters operation the impact factors were static and based on usual grid configuration
and typical high load scenario. In the long run a power flow calculation with the forecasted grid
situation might be required, which would in effect require the platform to have a digital twin of
the grid and possibility to hold the solution to the impedance matrix between major connection
points to calculate more specific impact factors. Integration to SCADA with this functionality could
be another option. With the current solution there is doubt how well the algorithm would propose
clearance of bids in abnormal grid operation situations.
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5.7.2. Skåne
At the beginning of the demonstration period the operators in E.ONs control room made exports of the
forecast to see how it compared to the actual outcome the next day. The results showed that the forecast
had an offset every day but with a big difference in how much from day to day, as described above (see
Section 0 for further information).
The forecast was the only tool available to the operators to determine whether the flexibility should be
cleared or not. There is currently no other built in system for predicting loads in the control room. At the
beginning of the demonstration period the operators did their own export of the forecast to see how it
compared to the actual outcome the next day. The results showed that it had an offset every day but with
a big difference in how much from day to day, as described above.
The excitement was at first very high among the operators and was described as “the future in operating
the grid”. Unfortunately, the interest of the operators waned the longer the winter went on, due to the
warm weather. The idea was that a designated operator of the day would log on to the platform every
morning to see the forecast for the next day and make decisions if flexibility was needed or not. The limited
number of times the forecast was, or was close to, exceeding the subscription to the TSO made it difficult
for the operators to get an idea of how accurate the forecast was.
When testing of flexibility clearing was performed, the forecast was used to decide during which hours it should
be activated, even though no violation of the subscription was shown. The fact that forecast was known not to
be completely accurate still made it possible for an exceeding of the subscription during tests.
The operator responsible for the flexibility was rotating and changed weekly. But the large number of
operators made it hard to achieve continuity and engagement among them during the winter testing. They
are all working in shifts, often off from work many days in a row, which made it difficult to keep them all
updated when test was about the be done or when changes in the platform were made. If a smaller number
of operators would have been chosen to operate the flexibility, they could have gained a better
understanding of the forecast. Eventually the operators would be able to determine if the forecast was
reliable or not, based on their knowledge of the grid and how to operate it, together with the added
information of the weather forecasting.
5.7.3. Gotland
The control room of the Gotland DSO expressed they had good use of receiving the production plan from the
cement factory and from the district heating supplier that was used as input for the forecast. This enabled
them to better understand what is behind the grid situation seen in the SCADA system. However, for much
of the first winter season of 2019/2020 the forecast was not good enough to be the sole basis for activating
flexibility for congestion management.
A major challenge is that the power flow in the HVDC substation can vary drastically on very short time scaled
(up to 100 MW in just 15-20 minutes) due to the variable wind production. The wind forecast was initially
gravely inadequate but was improved during the end of the market opening as shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Wind forecast for Gotland (dotted red line) and outcome (solid black line) for 9 days in March before, and 9
days after, the improvement of the prognosis algorithm

Gotland Energy is owned 75% by Vattenfall and 25% by the Region of Gotland. Being a subsidy utility with less
than 100 000 customer the requirements on unbundling of power production, district heating and grid
operation units is less strict than for Vattenfall. This means the same control room and same control room
operators are allowed to dispatch both district heating and the electrical grid. The first winter season
operation of the flexibility market for congestion management revealed that it was hard to act as both
operator of the flexibility resource and of the operator’s grid. Understanding these different roles was
challenging and needs clearer guidelines. Operators need to handle the grid related tasks as well as the
district heating task although not necessarily after the same motives. The control room staff had a hard time
understanding their role and were not eager to curtail the heat pump for the sake of increasing security for
the grid as this requires the district heating to be produced with oil which is expansive, while the effect on
the grid is not a load shedding, only a risk for stability should a N-1 event occur. From the DSO perspective
the “cost” of the flexibility is paid and should hence be used when required, not considering the cost in the
dispatch situation. Having a high hourly cost when the alternative is to burn oil on CoordiNet market, instead
of fixed capacity cost is a desirable alternative albeit with not fully conceivable outcome. It would be
preferable to have a greater and more diverse pool of flexibility to resolve this conflict of interest for the
operators. A market solution like that in CoordiNet then allows the district heating company to be on the
market with compensation suitable for them, but under some degree of competition when only smaller
volumes of flexibility are required.
Regarding the small need to purchase flexibility for congestion management in the mild winter of 2019/2020
the question arises if this is the new norm. There is a large uncertainty as to what security margin is required
towards the overlying network.
Even a modest cold period with just a few minus degrees can, in absence of wind, cause load of 170 MW,
which means the capacity is required to handle considerable higher loads. If a flexibility market is a
sufficiently secure means for this margin cannot be concluded based on the market operation in winter of
2020. A conclusion that can be drawn is that the Gotland DSO, or Vattenfall that operates the HVDC link and
its substation on both sides, will in the future need to act more as a TSO acting as system responsible and
operating balancing markets. The number of actors and reserves included in the flexibility market will have
to be considerably larger to provide the amount of stability needed. The great fluctuations in power through
the HVDC link (see Figure 12 in Section 2.3.1) is evidence to this fact.
5.8. Market liquidity
The recommendation within CoordiNet is that market design should be evaluated against certain criteria
such as market liquidity and potential free-riding [17]. Liquidity is defined as a measure of the ability to
buy or sell a product – such as electricity - without causing a major change in its price and without incurring
significant transaction costs. An important feature of a liquid market is the presence of a large number of
buyers and sellers willing to transact at all times [24].
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In the case of small local markets, like in the Swedish flexibility markets for congestion management, there is
a risk of high market fragmentation which could limit liquidity [17]. For congestion management ENTSO-E
champions the notion of a common bid submission and coordination process in order to optimize market
participation and market liquidity. ENTSO-E further recommend that market design should strive to minimize
the number of different bidding processes and non-coordinated products and to achieve maximum liquidity,
considering system requirements, technical capabilities and commercial interest of the providers, for example
[25]. Likewise, The TSO wants to increase the liquidity of the balancing market [18].
As identified in CoordiNet D1.3 a key advantage of an integrated market, overarching the TSO, DSO and
commercial parties, is the potential to reach high levels of liquidity. High liquidity can be expected since
multiple buyers and high volumes of providers of flexibility are participating in a single market. Furthermore,
owners of flexibility do not have to go through an extensive decision process to assess the most optimal
market platform to provide their flexibility. More competition on the buyer-side of the market generally
results in a more efficient market operation and a more optimal market equilibrium [17]. That said, the
primary goal of the Swedish flexibility markets for congestion management coordination scheme is the setup of correct arrangements to guarantee an efficient market operation for DSO grid needs coordinating with
existing markets – all in a manner that is technical feasible today. In Sweden the existing flexibility providers
mainly exist in rural areas and the DSO grid need exists in urban cities where there today is no existing
flexibility from TSO markets to share with DSO grid needs.
Within the Swedish demonstrator a key goal was to have a large number of FSP bidding frequently on the
market. Considerable investments have been made by DSOs in stakeholder interactions, streamlining
processes and simplifying contracts to make “on-boarding” of potential FSP. The goal is to encourage new
and existing market stakeholders to take up the role of flexibility provider, thus ensuring more market
liquidity. The driving concept behind the cascade model of the market and the market biding developed has
been to provide simplicity. Forwarding of bids to mFFR is developed as a free of charge service the to make
the participation in local markets more attractive and hence increase liquidity on also the local markets.
Further efforts to increase liquidity has been to allow technical trials with as wide as possible source of
different flexibility resources (see KPI38 6.2.12)
During the first winter 2019/2020 operation of the flexibility markets for congestion management the
liquidity was lower than hoped. Many FSP underestimated the effort and time to provide flexibility (see
Section 5.4). And several FSP bided less often than hoped. For the coming winter operation of the market
a considerable task will be to get the FSPs to more regularly supply bids, as well as reaching out to more
FSP to participate. In the next demonstration there will be a pilot forwarding bids to the mFRR market,
which suits flexibility providers who can participate often. Even if the mFRR pilot will be easier to
participate in than existing mFRR market, it will require a qualification process. One question discussed is
if DSO could and should facilitate the liquidity on the flexibility market through paying for capacity.
5.9. Remuneration and validation of bids
For the first seasons demonstration in the of winter 2019/2020 different methods for verification of cleared
bids were discussed. Several verification methods have been discussed:
1. Deviation from production plan
2. Monitor control system commands
3. Request production plan
4. Trust
5. Compare forecast with metered outcome
6. Compare defined baseline with metered outcome
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In order to monitor cleared power reduction of flexibility providers data is collected from the DSO meters
(except for the aggregated 340 residential households) to the platform with 5-minute resolution (see
Coordinet D4.4 deliverable [20] for further information). Figure 32 shows an example of how the provided
production plan is used to verify the FSPs activation of cleared flexibility.

Figure 32: Comparison of production plan against actual production, one method that can be used for verification of
execution of cleared flexibility for actors big enough to have production plans

For larger flexibility resources it is feasible to receive and evaluate production plans in the platform. For a
large number of smaller FSPs this option might be too administratively heavy. Validating the bids received
from the smaller industry and apartment building heat pumps is a challenge. Figure 33 shows a successfully
executed bid with a load reduction of 200 kWh for four hours. The cleared bid was only about a twentieth
of the full load. As the consumption of the industry has no major dependence on ambient temperature1 the
execution of the bid can be validated by direct comparison with adjacent workdays. For the housing estate
in Figure 34 the load is heavily dependent on the heating need and thus the ambient temperature2. The
cleared bid was here about half the maximum load. Even without weather correlation it can be assessed
that there was a not a successful execution of the cleared bid.

This can be verified by comparison with temperature profile at: http://www.temperatur.nu/uppsalaegen_graf.html?datum=2020-01-07&datum2=2020-01-13&tid1=00&tid2=23&saved.
1

This can be verified by comparison with temperature profile at: http://www.temperatur.nu/uppsalaegen_graf.html?datum=2020-03-25&datum2=2020-03-31&tid1=00&tid2=23&saved
2
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Figure 33: Example of successfully executed cleared bid. Observed load on day with cleared bid (thick red line).
Comparison with load profile for four adjacent workdays (thin lines). The bid is here 1/20th of the max load.

Figure 34: Example of non-executed cleared bid. Observed load on day with cleared bid (thick red line). Comparison with load
profile for four adjacent workdays (thin lines). The load is heavily temperature dependent making analysis more complex, yet
the expected halving of load is clearly not present.

As this was an experimental market with many FSPs participating to learn, driven by other motivations than
economic gains, it was decided to avoid penalties for missed activation of cleared bids and simply base
evaluation of smaller FSPs on trust. Enquiries were sent out if bids were missed, but solely to understand the
difficulties of the FSPs and learn from this for improvement of the processes and market platform. Given the
large spectrum of different types of FSPs in the Swedish flexibility market for congestion market it is unlikely
that one method of evaluation of bid execution will fit all. At the third CoordiNet forum on December 5th, 2019
participants were divided in a dozen smaller groups and asked to suggest the most suitable verification
methods for different types of resources. The proposals were summarized in Figure 35 showing the spectrum,
reflecting the need for different methods even for a given type of resource.
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Figure 35: Proposals of verification methods for different types of flexibility resources, as collected from group work at
third public CoordiNet Forum on December 5th, 2019

For the first seasons demonstration in the of winter 2019/2020 is was decided to base the validation of bids
from smaller FSP on trust. As the market further develops the governing principle for the evaluation is that
form of baseline is required from which to compare the metered outcome. This baseline will be discussed on
an FSP to FSP basis and can be either forecasting, plan for the flexibility resource use day-ahead or control
system setpoint command. If the ambition is to bring in the greatest possible sources of FSPs for a large
flexibility market most likely all methods will be required to some extent. Evaluation of some verification
methods can be programed and automatically verified (like alteration of production plan on clearing of bid
and subsequent following of this plan) while others will be less exact (statistically significant deviation from
forecasted or typical aggregated domestic load). Yet others may not be suitable for automatic evaluation at
all and require manual spot-check inspections and acceptance sampling.
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6. Results & KPIs of the flexibility markets
6.1. Overview
The three flexibility markets for congestion management operated during the winter of 2019 and 2020 were
inaugurated as shown in Figure 36. All markets closed on March 31st, 2020.
5th Nov. 2019

8th Jan. 2020

Skåne demo
starts phasing
in FSPs

Uppland demo
starts with all
FSP

8th Jan. 2020
All FSPs active
in Skåne

14th Jan. 2020
Gotland demo
starts with
all FSP

Figure 36: Operation dates for the Swedish demo in winter of 2019/2020

6.2. Outcome of Uppland flexibility market for congestion management winter 2019/2020
The Uppland flexibility market was operated for 83 days between January 8th and March 31st, 2020. During this
period a total of 3260 MWh of flexibility was cleared during 16 days over 172 hours. In total 196 bids were
accepted with an average price of 220 SEK/MWh. The first season of operation of the flexibility market for
congestion management successfully demonstrated how a range of resources could participate on a common
flexibility market and in a user-friendly trade with the grid operators. In total 5 of the 6 FSPs who planned to
participate used the market platform, of which 4 submitted bids and had flexibility ordered. In total 9 different
resources participated on the platform (with metering and impact factors). Of these, 8 resources had bids
placed and 5 were activated. The flexibility resources represented a broad spectrum of different technologies
including aggregated domestic heat pumps, industrial load, apartment complexes as well as the load from a
waste combustion plant (see Section 6.2.12).
The outcome of the market was that the subscription limit could be held, with exception of a few incidents
when bids were not entered or cleared in the market place, mainly due to human errors (see Section 6.2.1
as well as lessons learned in Sections 5.4 to 0 for further descriptions of these incidents).
Figure 37 and Figure 38 are examples of two days when the larger violation of the subscription limit
occurred, events that are described further in Section 6.2.1. Apart from this the level was only surpassed
for some hundred kW at a time, before forecasting was improved or due to slightly too little flexibility being
cleared day-ahead (red circles in bottom graph in Figure 37).
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Figure 37: Cleared volume of flexibility in Uppland (top graph), forecast (middle) and measured sum of power flow at the two
regional DSO and TSO connection points (bottom). The period from 22nd January to 19th of February 2020 is shown

Figure 38: Cleared volume of flexibility in Uppland (top graph), forecast (middle) and measured sum of power flow at the
two regional DSO and TSO connection points (bottom). The period of 6th to 31st of March 2020 is shown

Admittedly the winter of 2019/2020 was the warmest since temperature measurements started in Uppsala in
1722. Therefore, flexibility was only required on 16 different days, which is much less than in a normal winter.
With the operation of the flexibility for congestion management the violations of the TSO-DSO subscription
level were limited to 0,22 GWh during 29 hours on 11 different days in the winter of 2020. Without clearing
of flexibility, subscription levels would have been violated with 1,69 GWh during 97 hours
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on 19 days. Testimony to the success of the flexibility market for congestion management is the comparison
with previous winters from 2014 to 2019 (Figure 39). Since the winter of 2017/2018 the DSO has manually
steered the flexibility provider, limiting the number of times the subscription was exceeded in 2017/2018
and 2018/2019, however the maximum peak could not be sufficiently decreased.

2014/2015

2015/2016

2016/2017

2017/2018

2018/2019

Figure 39: Subscription level and five years winter load data at TSO-DSO grid connection point

A comparison of the subscription level violations during the last three winters are included summarized in
Table 17. From the last two rows can be observed an underlying load increase, that most likely would have
been even larger with temperature corelated load values. The maximum observation during the first winter
operation of flexibility markets for congestion management in Uppsala corresponds to 10% subscription limit
violation (February 14th) . Without procurement this hour it would have been 113% equivalent to the highest
observed value in the first quarter of 2018. The first row indicates a substantial decrease in number of hours
with subscription level violations (corresponding mainly to the hours described in Section 6.2.1.).
Table 17: observed load and subscription level violations first quarter 2018, 2019 and 2020

Measurand
Hours exceeding the subscription limit
Maximum observation

Q1 2020

Q1 2019

Q1 2018

29

139

56

110%

126%

114%

6.2.1. Occurrences of subscription level violation and its reasons
The distribution of hourly power flow at the two TSO subscription points are shown in Figure 40. As seen, it
is a small proportion of the total hours where the subscription limit was surpassed. The reasons for the
violation of subscription constitute lessons learned from the first winter session operation of the flexibility
market, which surpassed have been previously touched upon in Sections 5.4 to 0 and are systematically
described in this section. The upper line in Figure 40 is the subscription limit with TSO, the lower line the
average flow during the period the market was open. Insert shows three regions 1) 0,22 GWh subscription
level violation, when bids were not available to DSO or forecast underestimated need of flexibility 2) 1,47
GWh Cleared flexibility that avoided subscription level surpass 3) 1,57 GWh Cleared flexibility not required
to avoid surpass (due to forecast error or test purchase)
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Figure 40: Load duration curve of hourly power flow at the two TO connection point for Uppland demonstration.

From the 9th to 14th of February the district heating company had operational issues with their biomass boiler
and had to switch to using the electric boiler several times, which was unplanned. This resulted in minor
violations of the subscription limits on the first days of the week as well as a larger violation on the 14th of
February (see Figure 37). On the 14th a surpassing of the subscription level was forecasted day ahead and
165,5 MW of flexibility was cleared during 15 hours. Due to the unscheduled operation of the electric boiler
the amount of flexibility cleared proved to be 29 MW too small for one hour during the morning and 6 MW
too small for an hour in the evening peak.
An extract for the period from 22nd to 28th of February is shown in Figure 41. In this week several unexpected
incidents occurred. This time the waste combustion plant used for district heating had issues, requiring the
electric boiler (dashed grey line) to be used instead on short notice on the 25th and 26th of February. With no
production plan the load is not included in forecast (lower green-blue line) and no flexibility was cleared on the
day-ahead market. This resulted in a small violation of subscription level on the morning of February 26th (solid
black line).
On February 27th another subscription level violation occurred. Due to the late arrival of the electric boilers
production plan it could not be included in the forecast for February 27th in the time window that the market
was open for the DSO. Manual calculation of grid load with the electric boiler included resulted in a total of
272 MW of flexibility being purchased this day. However, despite this relatively large volume of flexibility
being cleared the limit was surpassed for two hours in the morning. The violation was 6,4 and 5,3 MW
respectively. The amount of flexibility manually estimated and cleared for these hours was 7 and 10,5 MW,
amount that in hindsight proved to be insufficient.
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Figure 41: Example of forecast error due to first unexpected and then unreported usage of boiler in production plan.
Observed load ((black line), forecast (blue-green line) and deviation from boiler production plan (grey dotted line)

On the 30th of March a minor surpassing of subscription level was noted for 4 hours with up to 28,9 MW. This
time, the district heating company’s electric boiler was operated as communicated in the production plan.
However, a fast temperature drop (from +12°C to -7°C in 48 hours) was likely not fully accounted for in the
weather forecast used as input and thus the highly temperature dependent load was underestimated.

Figure 42: Subscription level surpass on March 30th, 2020. Observed load ((black line), forecast (blue-green line) and
deviation from boiler production plan (grey dotted line)

Figure 42 also shows an incident with the forecast on the 29th of March. The change to summertime this day
meant the production forecast had an empty hour. The forecast was calculated for all other hours but this
gap in data hindered the export of the forecast to the market platform.
6.2.2. Key Performance Indicators
Coordinet deliverable D1.6 [26] defines the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) which are used to support the
monitoring process of Research and Innovation (R&I) activities, assess of the impacts of the proposed
activities and evaluate the overall contribution of the proposed activities to the EU policy goals:
Sustainability, Market Competitiveness and Security of Supply. The KPIs are common for Swedish, Spanish
and Greek demonstrations and a subset of the Coordinet KPIs were selected in [26] for the Swedish demos
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[26] presents the full list of KPIs which will be used for the Swedish demonstration. The numbering,
definition of the KPIs, and the classification are presented in CoordiNet D1.6. The phase determines if they
are to be evaluated in the first winter session of the capacity markets (2019-2020, phase 1 and 2) or only
after the second winter sessions (2).
Table 18: KPIs for congestion management

KPI ID

KPI Name

KPI Category

Phase

KPI_3

Cost of R I solution vs. grid alternative solution

Economic

2

KPI_4

OPEX - Operational Expenditures

Economic

2

KPI_5

OPEX for service clearing

Economic

1 2

KPI_6

Average cost per service for the examined period

Economic

1 2

KPI_8

Reduction in RES curtailment

Environmental

2

KPI_9

Share of fossil-based activated energy

Environmental

1 2

KPI_18

Volume of transactions

Economic

1 2

KPI_19

Number of transactions

Economic

1 2

KPI_20

ΙCT cost

Economic

2

KPI_27

Market utilization factor

Technical

1 2

KPI_34

Percentage of tested products per demonstration

Technical

1 2

KPI_35

Ratio of forwarded flexibility bids

Technical

1 2

KPI_37

Active participation

Social

1 2

KPI_38

Type of flexibility providers per demonstration

Technical

1 2

KPI_39

Total Computational Runtime

Technical

2

6.2.3. KPI5: OPEX for service clearing
This indicator measures the cost for services clearing. It is used in order to measure the volume of offered
and cleared bids for each service and calculated as:

Where:
EAS,i,t: provided energy for ancillary services of ith unit at time t (kWh)
cEAS,i,t: energy cost for ancillary services of ith unit at time t (SEK/kWh)
I: set flexible resources
T: examined period
Outcome: 715,6 kSEK total cost of flexibility 2019/2020
6.2.4. KPI6: Average cost per service for the examined period
The indicator measures the average cost for providing ancillary services in the different markets. It is used
to measure the average cost of the reserved capacity and provided energy, calculated as:
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Where:
EAS,i,t: provided energy for service clearing of ith flexible resource at time t (kWh)
cEAS,i,t: energy cost for service clearing of ith flexible resource at time t (SEK/kWh)
I: set of flexible resources
T: examined period
Outcome: 219,5 SEK/MW average price for flexibility winter 2019/2020
6.2.5. KPI9: Share of fossil-based activated energy
This indicator measures the ratio of activated energy bids that are fossil-fuel based with respect to the total
amount of offered energy bids. The electricity generation in Sweden is almost entirely fossil free and so the
loads reduced are assumed to be fossil free. When district heating is not produced with heat pump the lack
of heat production is compensated by the burning of biofuel, which is also considered no-fossil energy
resources. The only resource that is not fossil-free is the waste combustion plant which did not participate
in the market during 2019/2020. Although this facility placed bids on the market on three occasions these
were all days when no flexibility was required.

Outcome: 0% (all activated energy is fossil-free)
6.2.6. KPI18: Volume of transactions
This indicator measures the volume of transactions in kW or kWh depending on the service that is provided. It
is used in order to measure the volume of offered and cleared bids for each service and calculated as:

Where:
Ei,t: volume of offered or cleared energy by the ith flexible resource at time t (kWh)
I: set of flexible resources
T: examined period

Outcome: 3260 MW of flexibility cleared winter 2019/2020
6.2.7. KPI19: Number of transactions
This indicator measures the number of transactions. It is used in order to measure the number of offered
and cleared bids for each service and calculated as:
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Where:
nBids: Number of offered or cleared bids at time t (kW or kWh)
T: examined period
Outcome: 196 bids cleared winter 2019/2020. These bids were cleared during 172 unique hours on 16
different days.
6.2.8. KPI27: Market utilization factor
Calculation of the number of times that the market is being used annually. The Uppland demonstration is a
flexibility market for congestion management. Hence the load is strongly seasonal and the need for
flexibility restricted to the winter season when temperatures are low. The market is anticipated to be used
from November to March.
As average temperature in Uppsala in November are similar to March, while December’s temperatures are
similar to those of January, the annual estimated usage of the flexibility market is taken as KPI 19 with the
addition of two months representing the required flexibility for January and March.
Outcome: 172 cleared bids (3260 MWh) + 51 (1082 MWh) + 11 (78MWh). This is 235 hours or 4424 MWh per
year. Including also the additional flexibility required to avoid the violations described in Section 6.2.1 the
estimate is 250 hours or 4600 MWh.
The winter of 2019/2012 was more than a degree warmer than any previous winter measured since
continuous measurements started in 1722 (anecdote: metering was initiated by an astronomy student named
Anders Celsius and constitutes the world’s longest continuous temperature measurement series). Therefore,
it is assumed this value is an underestimate of the amount required, even in the context of the ongoing
global warming.
6.2.9. KPI34: Percentage of tested products per demonstration
This indicator measures the percentage of products tested in the demonstrations with respect to the number
of products initially targeted by the demonstrations. It is calculated as:

Where:
nPtested: Number of products tested in the demonstrations.
nPtargeted: Number of products initially targeted by the demonstrations.
One product was tested (congestion management) which was the only panned product in Uppland
demonstration for the first winter session of 2019 /2020
Outcome: 1 out of 1.
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6.2.10.

KPI35: Ratio of forwarded flexibility bids

This indicator measures the ratio of:
a) flexibility bids forwarded from a LV DSO market to a MV DSO market
b) the ratio of flexibility bids forwarded from HV DSO market to the balancing market.

Where:
Bidsforwarded: Volume of bids forwarded from a LV DSO (or HV DSO) market to a MV DSO (or TSO Balancing)
market in MWh
Bidstotal: Volume of bids in LV DSO (or HV DSO) market in MWh
Outcome: 100%. All bids for local DSO markets were forwarded to HV DSO market. No forwarding to TSO
market in first winter 2019/2020.
6.2.11.

KPI37: Active participation

This indicator measures the percentage of customers actively participating in the CoordiNet demonstration
with respect to the total customers that accepted the participation. This indicator is used to evaluate
customer engagement plan.

Where:
Nactive: customers actively participating in the demonstration
Naccept: customers accepted to participate in the demonstration.

5 out of 6 planned flexibility providers were active and bids from 4 of these were cleared.
Outcome: 83% of the resources successfully placed bids on the market.
6.2.12.

KPI38: Type of flexibility providers per demonstration

This indicator reflects how versatile the demonstrations are in leveraging flexibility from different
technologies. The demonstrations aspire to make use of flexibility from different technologies.
If and how different types of technologies can actually be accessed and utilized during the demonstration
phase depends on the number of different technologies that are available in the region of the
demonstrations as well as on the general capabilities of the demonstration.
This KPI is measured as the relation (in %) between the number of different technologies leveraged in the
demonstration and the number of types of technologies initially targeted by the demonstration.
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Table 19: summarizes the type of technologies behind each FSP.

)Renewables
Conventional generation
to DSO
Conventional generation
to TSO
Aggregators

Offices
(Vasakronan

Housing
estate
(Uppsala
Hem)

Aggregato
r
(Upplands
Energi)

Industry
(GE
Healthcare/
Cytiva)

District
heating
company
(Vattenfal
l Värme )

Technology

Number
resources

Table 19: Classification of FSP technologies

0
2

Gas turbine
Waste
combustion

0
340
residential
heat pumps

1
Consumers
8
Storage

0

Gensets

0

Electrical vehicles

1

Heating
pump

Heating
pumps (3)
Water boiler
(1)

Heating
pumps (3)

EV chargers

Where:
Nleverage_technology: Number of different type of technologies utilized during the demonstration.
Ntarget_technology: Number of different type of technologies available in the region of the demonstration.

The FSP in the Uppland flexibility market for congestion management demonstration constituted a wide
spectrum of different resources, 4 of the 8 categorized in D1.6 [26]). (Of these 2 technologies types were
new in the winter of 2019/2020.)
Outcome: 50%.
6.2.13.

Summary of KPIs for Uppland flexibility market for congestion management
Result winter 2019/2020
KPI Category

KPI ID

KPI Name

KPI_5

OPEX for service clearing

KPI_6

Average cost per service for the examined period Economic

219,5 SEK/MWh

KPI_9

Share of fossil-based activated energy

Environmental

0%

KPI_18

Volume of transactions

Economic

3260 MWh

KPI_19

Number of transactions

Economic

KPI_27

Market utilization factor

Technical

KPI_34

Percentage of tested products per
demonstration

Technical

Economic

GA 824414

715,6 kSEK total cost

196 bids (cleared during
172 hours on 16 days)
Estimated 250 hours /
4600 MWh per winter
1 out of 1 planned product
for winter 2019/2020
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KPI_35

Ratio of forwarded flexibility bids

Technical

100%

KPI_37

Active participation

Social

83%

KPI_38

Type of flexibility providers per demonstration

Technical

50%

6.3. Outcome of Skåne flexibility market for congestion management winter 2019/2020
The Skåne market demonstration ran as planned for 147 days between the 5th of November 2019 to 31st of
March 2020. As listed in Table 3 (Section 2.2.2), a large part of available flexibility in Skåne was fossil-based.
Due to the mild winter season there were no notable subscription violations on the regional and local grids,
and temporary subscription applications were generally granted by the TSO. Therefore, all cleared flexibility
can be considered test purchases made to evaluate the complete market process, from the FSP creating
bids to the DSO remunerating them for activated flexibility. All of the participating FSP actors performed
extensive testing during the demonstration: their respective assets were activated at least once, and the
settlement process was successfully completed for every transaction.
6.3.1. Key Performance Indicators
CoordiNet Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are described in detail in Section 6.2.2 and 6.2.10 as well as
in deliverable D1.6 [26]. Table 22 presents the KPIs for the first winter seasons operation of the Skåne
flexibility market for congestion management. Table 21, provides the different types of FSPs.
Table 20: KPIs for Skåne flexibility market for congestion management

KPI ID

KPI Name

KPI Category

Result winter 2019/2020

KPI_5

OPEX for service clearing

Economic

123,7 kSEK

KPI_6

Average cost per service for the examined period Economic

1667 SEK/MW

KPI_9

Share of fossil-based activated energy

Environmental

42%

KPI_18

Volume of transactions

Economic

74,2 MWh

KPI_19

Number of transactions

Economic

26

Technical

Market utilization factor
Percentage of tested products per
KPI_34
demonstration
KPI_35 Ratio of forwarded flexibility bids
KPI_37

Active participation

Social

26h / 74 MWh (test only)
1 out of 1 planned product
for winter 2019/2020
100%
100% (5 of 5 FSPs had
flexibility cleared)

KPI_38

Type of flexibility providers per demonstration

Technical

25% (see table 22 below)

KPI_27

Technical
Technical

Renewables

0

Conv. Gen. to DSO

0

Conv. Gen. to TSO

0

Aggregators

1

Ectogrid
(Medico
n
Village)

Ystad
Energi AB

Bornholm
Energi og
Forsyning

Kraftringen
Värme

E.ON Värme

Technology

Number of
resources

Table 21: Classification of FSP technologies for Skåne region

Heating and
cooling
aggregator
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Consumers

2

Storage

0

Gensets

2

Electrical vehicles

0

Heating
pumps (4)

Heating
pumps (3)
Diesel
gensets (10)

Diesel
genset (1)

6.3.2. Occurrences of subscription level violation and its reasons
Due to the mild winter the subscription level was not surpassed in the winter of 2019/2020
6.4. Outcome of Gotland flexibility market for congestion management winter 2019/2 020
The Gotland flexibility market was operated for 78 days between January 14th and March 31st, 2020. Due to
the mild winter flexibility was only required for congestion management during three days. During these
days a total of 797 MWh of flexibility was cleared during 58 hours. In total 70 bids were accepted with an
average price of 654 SEK per MWh. The largest load on the island is, as mentioned in Section 2.3, a cement
factory. This year they underwent maintenance revision earlier than anticipated and were closed between
February 15th and reopened only when the market had closed on April 1st.
At most the power flow in the HVDC cable was 170 MW when the temperature dipped to -4 °C. This situation
implies reduced security of supply but only lasted for a few consecutive hours. In Gotland 95% of this
flexibility was cleared from a single resource (the district heating company’s heat pump). In total 2
flexibility providers participated in the market with 3 resources. The flexibility resources was a heat pump
and an electric boiler at the district heating company as well as a smaller industrial boiler (See Table 4 in
Section 2.3).
The industrial electric boiler at a whiskey factory on the island placed bids on 7 days, but only one of these
days (9th of February) coincided with need for DSO to clear flexibility, a bid that was cleared since it had
the lowest price.
An example of a day when the forecast predicted that a load would be near the subscription limit is shown
in Figure 43.

Figure 43: Example of forecasted load near the subscription limit due to falling ambient temperatures
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6.4.1. Key Performance Indicators
Coordinet Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are described in detail in Section 6.2.2 and 6.2.10 as well as in
deliverable D1.6 [26]. Table 22 presents the KPIS for the first winter seasons operation of the Gotland
flexibility market for congestion management.
Table 22: KPIs for Gotland flexibility market for congestion management

KPI ID

KPI Name

KPI Category

Result winter 2019/2020

KPI_5

OPEX for service clearing

Economic

521,4 kSEK

KPI_6

Average cost per service for the examined period Economic

654 SEK MWh

KPI_9

Share of fossil-based activated energy

Environmental

0% (all fossil-free)

KPI_18

Volume of transactions

Economic

797 MWh

KPI_19

Number of transactions

Economic

70 (during 58 hours)

Technical

80 (840 MWh)1

Market utilization factor
Percentage of tested products per
KPI_34
demonstration
KPI_35 Ratio of forwarded flexibility bids
KPI_27

Technical

100% (2/2 planned FSPs)

Technical

0% (used only local market)

KPI_37

Active participation

Social

100% (3 resources/2 FSPs)

KPI_38

Type of flexibility providers per demonstration

Technical

1/8 (2 types of consumer
resources)

Calculation. The market is anticipated to be used from November to March. As average temperature in November is similar to March
and December’s temperature similar to that of January the annual estimated usage of the flexibility market is taken as KPI 19 with
addition of two additional month with the required flexibility for January and March. March required no flexibility and January only
40 MWh during ten hours.
1

6.4.2. Occurrences of subscription level violation and its reasons
New subscription limit violations occurred on Gotland in the winter of 2019/2020. Instead trials purchases
of flexibility were made. On January 14th, 2020 40 MWh was cleared during 10 hours.
On Sunday February 9th, 2020 281 MWh was cleared during 24 hours. Followed by clearing of 276 MWh in the
next 24 hours during February 10th.
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6.5. Comparison of the flexibility markets in Uppland and Gotland for the winter 2019/2020
Table 23 compares the outcome of the flexibility markets for congestion management in Uppland, Skåne
and Gotland.
Table 23 Comparison of outcome of the flexibility markets within the Swedish demonstration

KPI ID

Skåne

Number of flexibility providers

5

Uppland
Regional
5

Number of local markets

1

1

1

Number of resources

7

3

Number of hours with accepted bids

26

9+
Aggregator
(340 houses)
172

Number of days with accepted bids

8

16

3

Average price per MWh (SEK/MWh)

1670

220

654

Highest bid (SEK/MWh)

4000

2500

2000

Volume cleared (MWh)

74
(Nov-March)

3260
(Jan-March)

797
(Jan-March)

Gotland
2

58

The Gotland market was not operated frequently enough to draw general conclusions. Noted is a large
difference in the volume and price of flexibility cleared between Skåne and Uppland. This reflects in part
that they were experimental markets that operated during winter of 2019/2020 partially in parallel with
existing, older, capacity agreements. In Uppland the flexibility market was used to keep the subscription
limit to the TSO. Existing load and production steering agreements, as well as a specific tariff for the largest
resource in the market, meant the DSO had pre-paid for the right to steer capacity. Thus, the Uppland price
reflect a marginal cost to operate these resources with smaller FSPs able to participate and complement
the larger resources. The price on the Uppland market is in effect capped by the cost of a temporary raise
of the subscription level to the TSO (see Section 1.2.3). In the case that the request for a temporary
subscription level increase is denied the alternative is basically load shedding, and in this situation the
market value for flexibility is considerably higher. The Skåne market included test purchases aimed at this
later situation and thus reflects an expected market price when entire national system is at its limits and
no temporary subscription increases are permitted. In short, the market price when the subscription level
increase is granted is reflected by the price in the Uppland demonstration and the Skåne market reflects
more the price when this subscription level increase would be denied.
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7. Conclusions – Experience and learnings for upcoming winter seasons
The flexibility service for congestion management day-ahead has successfully been demonstrated in the
winter of 2019/2020 on three of the four planned sites for flexibility markets in Sweden within the EUfinanced Horizon 2020 project CoordiNet. In the Swedish business use case demonstrated the DSO utilizes
the flexibility service to lower peak demand in the grid during the winter season November to March. The
novel local markets have successfully demonstrated how to coordinate with and complement the existing
markets for electricity trade and system services as well as coordination between flexibility providers, DSOs
and TSO. The result is the first major demonstration of the possibility, as well as ability, for a flexibility
provider to participate in a coordinated way on different markets, as well as contributing with a new
flexibility service in a market based way. The Swedish CoordiNet also showed a more dynamic and digitalized
way for DSOs to utilize flexibility for the operation of the network.
DSOs, flexibility providers, actors in the energy society and authorities have participated in 60 well-attended
dialogue meetings with 500 different people participating at the various meetings. These external
stakeholders have contributed to the market design and business rules for the first demonstration, as well as
the lessons learned reported in this report for the upcoming demonstrations.
Stakeholder interaction resulted in a market design where different markets coordinate in time and in a
business model where the DSO buys flexibility mainly day-ahead. In this way the flexibility service is called
for before the day-ahead spot market and is avoiding to disturb the mainstream energy and ancillary services
markets. The DSO has a business use-case where a grid state forecast makes it possible to call for flexibility
day-ahead working proactively to alleviate grid congestion that has strong correlation with temperature.
Certain flexibility providers can only participate on a day-ahead basis for example industries and district
heating. Other flexibility providers, for example aggregators of domestic heating pumps or energy storage,
prefer to provide flexibility closer to the delivery hour. The coordination scheme with cascading market
closing times worked well. To fully unlock the potential of flexibility the day-ahead market needs to be
complemented with an intraday market. An additional benefit during the project was that the dialogue
between DSO and TSO created new values in understanding how better coordination can lead to a more
efficient grid use.
The use of flexibility has successfully alleviated network congestions. This can be seen by the decrease of
subscription levels violations between TSO and DSO during the times the market has been operating.
The platform has been developed in an agile way within the Swedish CoordiNet consortium. The experience
has overall been very positive, from both flexibility providers and DSO operators, praising the user-friendly
applications fulfilling all basic needs to participate as well as informative and even enjoyable visualization.




The platform proved its value to DSO control room operators by greatly increased visibility of the
upcoming grid situation
The development of the platform and the flexibility market by a DSO has shown to be extremely
valuable in competence development, mindset and culture understanding flexibility
Developing and operating the platform as an integral part of the DSO grid planning and
operations provides understanding for needs, changes and possibilities when acting DSO with
higher level of visibility

One strong request from flexibility providers was further digitalization something that will be developed for
next demonstration giving the possibility for bidding and calling through automated interfaces.
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During the first winter 2019/2020 the liquidity on the flexibility markets for congestion management was
enough, but mainly due to participation of one big-scale flexibility provider combine with a small need for
flexibility due to low power consumption as an effect of a historically warm winter . The liquidity in terms of
competition among bids though was not good enough with lower level of bids available than hoped from some
flexibility providers. Several flexibility providers underestimated the effort and time needed for preparation
to provide flexibility. This resulted in fewer bids than the DSOs and they themselves had hoped for. Better
knowledge from the provider of control systems is needed for unlocking flexibility more widely.
The business case for participating with free bids was not sufficient for customers to invest time and money to
become flexibility providers. The volume of needed flexibility in Sweden varies heavily year from year due to
weather. Also, the DSO needs to be sure of the business case compatibility with regulation for using flexibility
services on market based terms. The flexibility providers need to know the investment in planning, process
development and technical infrastructure will pay-off. The DSO needs to know that the flexibility will be
available when most required and that it is profitable to use, compared to other solutions. Feedback from
service providers involved in the Swedish demo has shown that few flexibility providers are willing to participate
on a market with only free bids today. We believe that a way to promote flexibility services maturity is to
combine a market with bids with availability renumeration. Compensations to flexibility providers needs to be
evaluated to find the right balance between availability and activation remuneration.
The local DSO market for flexibility services day-ahead is often dependent on good grid state forecasting
and in some electricity grids it is strongly dependent on the production plans of major loads. Significant grid
users deviation from normal production will have a big impact on flexibility markets both in regard to DSO
grid needs and the quality of grid need forecasting. Therefore, certain demonstration sites need to receive
correct production plans from significant grid users. The DSO also needs to be able to handle unexpected
events, therefore there is a need for an intraday market.
One of the more difficult and time demanding issues was handling data management and security. Privacy
and security improvement process was not easy and has no standard way to perform the security assessment
for the information exchanged between flexibility providers, companies providing services in the market
infrastructure and DSOs.
To become an active ‘System Operator’ the DSO can use flexibility services and gains the ability to use the
grid more efficiently. This provides major gains for the DSO through new possibilities to use the
infrastructure for electricity and heating in a more coordinated manner unlocking existing flexibility. In the
future this will also strengthen the capability to cope with new kind of loads in the grid like electric vehicle
charging and renewable energy.
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